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MUMBAI ~8.00



APPLE EXPANDS BET ON CUTTING EDGE PRIVACY TECHNOLOGY



FACEBOOK TO BUILD HOUSING IN SILICON VALLEY FOR FIRST TIME



VOLUME XI NUMBER 18



NO GST INSPECTION WITHOUT AUTHORISATION



No tax officer has been authorised to visit premises of traders and shopkeepers without prior permission and any deviation should be reported to a complaint helpline, the government on Saturday said. The finance ministry came out with a clarification after reports suggested that some unscrupulous persons posing as GST officers have tried to fleece shopkeepers and customers in the name of the new tax regime. “No officer of the department is authorised to visit the premises of traders and shopkeepers without authorisation,” the ministry said in a statement. 5>



BS SPECIALS



Chinese checkers on the Doklam plateau



Private firms miss out on ~2,400-cr tank upgrade deal Defence ministry gives BEL, OFB the contract, ignores Make in India norms of level playing field AJAI SHUKLA



bilities in these systems. Bengaluru-based, Alpha Design Technologies has upgraded the night fighting capabilities of 969 BMP-2s, fitting them he defence ministry on Saturday with a “thermal imaging stand-alone kit”. Alpha ignored its own acquisition rules and is currently discharging another contract to fit policies by awarding the public sector integrated “thermal imaging fire control sysOrdnance Factory Board (OFB) and tems” in 1,000 of the army’s T-72 tanks. Business Standard has learnt that Alpha has Bharat Electronics (BEL) a contract for upgrading 693 BMP-2 infantry combat vehicles (ICVs) charged about ~2 crore to upgrade each armoured on a “single-vendor basis”, casting aside com- vehicle. Now, without competitive bidding for price discovery, OFB-BEL will be paid petitive tendering. almost ~3 crore per BMP-2. “The ministry approved the In awarding “While discharging these orders, upgrade and modernisation of the contract to Alpha Design Technologies developed armoured fighting vehicles in the the OFB-BEL, sophisticated capabilities in night ‘Buy Indian (Indian designed, vision and integrated fire control sysdeveloped and manufactured)’ catthe ministry tems, absorbing technology from egory, at a cost of ~2,400 crore,” said ignored Israeli electronics firm Elbit and authoritative defence ministry private sector spending money to set up high-end sources after a meeting of the apex requests for Make in India manufacturing facilities Defence Acquisition Council. He competitive in Bengaluru,” said Colonel (retired) H confirmed the upgrade would be tendering S Shankar, who heads Alpha. carried out at the Ordnance Yet, in upgrading the current Factory, Medak, in Telangana. batch of 693 BMP-2s (the army has a In awarding the contract to the OFB-BEL combine, the ministry ignored multi- total of 2,750 BMP-2s), the ministry has chosen to ple private sector requests for competitive ten- ignore Alpha, and with it the entire private secdering, which would allow private firms to con- tor. In violation of the military’s rulebook for tinue their work in developing thermal imagers capital acquisitions — the Defence Procurement and integrated fire-control systems for the Procedure (DPP) — the ministry decided that, instead of time-consuming tendering involving army’s BMP-2s. Further violating procurement rules, the multiple vendors, they would make a quick, “single-vendor” procurement from the public sector. OFB-BEL fire control system has been accepted based only on a “performance Turn to Page 4 > demonstration” of the BMP-2’s gun. No The OFB and BEL have got a contract user trials have been carried out by the army; to refurbish 693 nor has the BMP-2’s missile firing been demonBMP-2 infantry combat vehicles strated. No “quality assurance” trials, maintainability trials, electro-magnetic interference trials — all essential under procurement rules — have been conducted. Ironically, the private sector has developed sophisticated capaNew Delhi, 8 July



T



The dispute in the Doklam area is an old one, but the bellicosity of the Chinese official media and its bureaucracy seems calculated to escalate tensions, writes ADITI PHADNIS 7 >
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BJP members demand Prez rule in Bengal The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) members on Saturday met West Bengal Governor K N Tripathi and demanded that the Centre should immediately impose President’s rule as the law and order situation in the state has “completely broken down”. The BJP’s demand follows the communal clashes in the North 24 Parganas district and the ongoing turmoil in Darjeeling. It also demanded that all families affected in the riots be compensated by the state government.



MARKETS P4



P-note derivatives ban comes into effect The Securities and Exchange Board of India’s ban on holders of participatory notes (p-notes), also called offshore derivatives instruments, from taking unhedged derivatives has come into effect. This means p-note holders won’t be able to take naked exposure to the derivatives market anymore. All their existing positions will have to be squared off by the end of 2020 or by the date of maturity of the instrument, whichever is earlier.



ECONOMY P6



Centre mulls farm relief package



G20 communique exposes climate policy divide with US PAUL CARREL & NOAH BARKIN Hamburg, 8 July



The final statement from Group of 20 leaders on Saturday exposed a divide between the United States and other G20 members on the Paris accord aimed at combating climate change. German Chancellor Angela Merkel, hosting the two-day G20 summit, said she was pleased all club members besides the United States had agreed the Paris climate accord was irreversible. “I think it’s very clear that we could not reach consensus, but the differences were not papered over, they were clearly stated,” Merkel told reporters at the end of the two-day meeting. She said she did not share the view of British Prime Minister Theresa May who said on Friday she thought Washington could decide to return to the climate agreement. In the final communique, the G20 leaders took note of the United States’ decision to withdraw from the landmark accord.



“The leaders of the other G20 members state that the Paris Agreement is irreversible,” the statement read. On trade, another sticking point, the leaders agreed they would “fight protectionism including all unfair trade practices and recognise the role of legitimate trade defence instruments in this regard.” Trump, who on Friday found chemistry in his first face-to-face meeting with Russian President Vladimir Putin, congratulated Merkel on her stewardship of the summit. “You have been amazing and you have done a fantastic job. Thank you very much chancellor,” he said. Future ties Trump and Putin on Friday discussed alleged Russian meddling in the U.S. election but agreed to focus on future ties rather than dwell on the past, a result that was sharply criticised by leading Democrats in Congress. REUTERS Turn to Page 4 >



IDFC, Shriram enter 90-day merger talks ANUP ROY & ABHIJIT LELE Mumbai, 8 July



The Centre will on Monday conduct a review meeting with chief secretaries of all states and Union Territories of reforms in agriculture and other developmental issues. NITI Aayog will coordinate the meeting. Prime Minister Narendra Modi is likely to address the gathering. The finance and agriculture ministries and the prime minister’s office have discussed nationwide farmers protests, the most recent being last month’s incident in Mandsaur district in Madhya Pradesh in which six farmers were shot dead.



US President Donald Trump along with other world leaders at a panel discussion on the second day of the G20 Summit in Hamburg, Germany on Saturday PHOTO: REUTERS



IDFC and the Chennai-based Shriram group on Saturday said they had entered 90 days of merger talks. Under the tentative arrangement, IDFC Ltd will be the holding company of the merged entity; Shriram City Union Finance, the retail lending arm of Shriram Capital, will be merged with IDFC Bank; and Shriram Transport Finance will be a fully owned subsidiary of IDFC, which will also own 75 per cent of the life and general insurance arms of Shriram Capital. Disclosing this, Rajiv Lall, managing director of IDFC Bank, said it was a “complex transaction”. “This is an exclusive



arrangement for 90 days to jointly explore a merger. No transaction has taken place and valuations have not been fixed,” said Ajay Piramal, chairman of Shriram Capital. “This gives us an opportunity to create a financial conglomerate with a universal bank at its centre, whose focus will be to provide a full range of products to millions of small customers and entrepreneurs,” Piramal said. The groups are clear that the merger should be beneficial for shareholders. “If it is not going to benefit all shareholders, we will not pursue it,” said R Thyagarajan, founder of the Shriram group. After the merger, the mutual fund arm of IDFC would be integrated with Shriram Asset



From left: IDFC Bank MD & CEO Rajiv Lall with Shriram Capital Chairman Ajay Piramal and Chennai-based Shriram Group founder R Thyagarajan in Mumbai on Saturday PHOTO: KAMLESH PEDNEKAR



Management and could be listed, Lall said. Shriram Transport Finance, which has assets under management of ~80,000 crore and a customer base of 1.4 mil-



lion, may be delisted, postmerger. The merger would provide IDFC Bank, floated in October 2015, a deeper retail presence and the Shriram group



would benefit from lower cost of funds and the wholesale banking exposure of IDFC, said Deepak Parekh, former chairman of IDFC. IDFC Bank’s network will expand by more than 2,000 points of presence through this merger. The Shriram group had backed out after applying for a universal bank licence in 2013. The Reserve Bank of India does not allow a non-banking finance company and a bank with similar business under one holding company. Post-merger, the transport finance arm will act as an independent NBFC. Turn to Page 4 >
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Personal chemistry sealed Piramal’s investment in Shriram



Gold import bill may hit five-year high in 2017 Good monsoon, farm loan waiver key to bring more customers to jewellery shops



MIDAS TOUCH



RAJESH BHAYANI



22.2



Mumbai, 8 July
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*Up to June ‘17 , June ‘17 import bill estimated at $3.36 billion (80-tonne industry estimates); compiled by BS Research Bureau Sources: DGCIS,govt, industry estimates



India’s gold imports in terms of quantity in the first half of 2017 crossed the entire imports of 2016. According to data compiled by GFMS Thomson Reuters, India imported 510 tonnes of gold in 2016, while the imports in the January-June 2017 period were 521 tonnes. In 2016, the imports bill for gold in value terms according to the Ministry of Commerce was $23 billion and till June this year, industry estimates stood at $22.2 billion. Going by industry estimates, gold import are likely to cross 900 tonnes against the average imports of 709 tonnes in the past five years, and the imports bill is expected to cross $40 billion in 2017. If the estimates come true this would be the highest imports in value terms



since 2012. Industry sources estimate that lower gold prices, reduced liquidity after demonetisation, lower than feared goods and services tax (GST) rate of 3 per cent, farm loan waivers, good monsoon leading to high rural consumption, possible shift of demand from diamonds to gold and central government employees’ wage hike will all boost gold demand in the coming months. Apart from gold, even silver imports have picked up in the first six months of 2017 to around 3,050 tonnes, compared to 3,546 tonnes in the whole of 2016. Silver imports are more price sensitive. With silver prices falling sharply in the last quarter compared to gold, imports could only go up further, say experts. After the government announced demonetisation of ~500 and ~1,000 notes in November 2016, gold demand shot up and even after that, it remained strong as prices were low. Fear of high GST rates for precious metals contributed to that. GST on gold and jewellery could play



spoilsport in the near future till jewellers and artisans get converge to it. Several jewellers imported gold to replenish their unaccounted gold with officially imported gold, which would be shown on the books when GST would be implemented and sell jewellery made from unaccounted gold before GST. Stores remained quite busy till June and according to Sudheesh Nambiath, lead analyst, precious metals demand, GFMS Thomson Reuters, “Large jewellery manufacturers have seen volumes higher than the monthly average through April to June. Investment led demand has also turned stronger as there has been an increased interest to stash away cash in gold which many believe may be difficult post GST. Our estimate is that at least one-third of the wedding related demand that comes up in the fourth quarter has been advanced.” This means that increase in demand in last few months is a borrowed demand from future. Turn to Page 4 >



Modi invites Norway pension funds to invest Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday invited Norwegian pension funds to invest in the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund as he met Norway's Prime Minister Erna Solberg, who gifted him a symbolic football. Continuing his series of bilateral meetings in Hamburg on the sidelines of the G20 Summit, Modi also met South Korean President Moon Jae-in and Italy's Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni. Modi congratulated in person Moon on his victory in presidential elections while the latter recalled Modi’s congratulatory phone call and tweet in Korean language, saying it was warmly received by the people of South Korea. 5>



PAGE 9 PROTESTERS MARCH THROUGH HAMBURG FOLLOWING NIGHT OF LOOTING



China issues safety advisory for citizens travelling to India PRESS TRUST OF INDIA Beijing, 8 July



Amid bilateral tensions over the Sikkim standoff, China on Saturday issued an advisory for its citizens travelling to India, asking them to take necessary precautions for their personal safety. “It is not a travel alert. It is an advisory asking Chinese travellers to be careful,” an official of the Chinese foreign ministry told PTI here. The advisory asked Chinese people travelling to India to pay close attention to the security situation and take necessary precautions. The advisory, which is in Chinese and has Saturday’s date on it, was issued through the country’s embassy in New Delhi. It asked Chinese travellers to pay close attention to the local security situation, improve self-protection awareness, strengthen security, reduce unnecessary travel, pay attenThe advisory tion to personal and asked Chinese people travelling property safety as well as to provide advance to India to pay close attention to information to family and friends. the security The Chinese travsituation and ellers should pay attentake necessary tion to the situation, precaution keep the communication open, carry personal identification, strictly abide by the Indian laws and regulations and respect local religious customs, the advisory states. It also provides phone numbers of the consular section of the embassy in case of emergency. On July 5, China had said that it will decide on issuing a travel alert for Chinese citizens visiting India depending on the security situation, playing down reports in the official media asking Chinese investors to be on alert in view of the stand-off in the Sikkim section. China and India have been engaged in the stand-off in the Doklam area near the Bhutan tri-junction for the past three weeks after a Chinese Army’s construction party attempted to build a road. Doka La is the Indian name for the region which Bhutan recognises as Dokalam, while China claims it as part of its Donglang region. Of the 3,488-km-long India-China border from Jammu and Kashmir to Arunachal Pradesh, a 220-km section falls in Sikkim.
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Oracle India eyes SMEs for growth



IndiGo coach window shatters from jet blast



The company plans to offer cloud applications, platform, and infrastructure services to small businesses



New Delhi, 8 July



AYAN PRAMANIK Bengaluru, 8 July



G



lobal software major Oracle looks to tap small and medium businesses in India through its dedicated digital hub in Bengaluru. The US-based company said it would help a large chunk of the 51 million businesses in India transform their operations to cloud through the second global digital hub after Dublin in Europe. Four other similar hubs would come up in Sydney, Singapore, Seoul and Beijing soon. Oracle said it would provide cloud applications, platform, and infrastructure services as standalone and packaged products to small businesses through a subscription and pay-as-you-use model. While small businesses can buy cloud applications and other solutions completely online, the company said the 200-odd team in Bengaluru, comprising sales team and software engineers, would participate in the cloud transformation journey of start-up and small and mid-size businesses (SMBs).



SHAILENDER KUMAR, Regional MD, Oracle India



“The company has recruited "customers success managers" to implement cloud solutions and applications faster in the clients' businesses.” Shailender Kumar, regional managing director (MD), Oracle India, said that the company has recruited “customers success managers” to implement cloud solutions and applications faster in the clients’ businesses.



The company has witnessed a major shift in its business globally with faster turnaround in digital technology business through higher cloud growth. Oracle’s traditional software services business remained static, while revenues from new software licensing declined four per cent during the fourth quarter (March to May 2017). Safra Catz, chief executive officer, Oracle said during a fourth quarter earnings call on June 21 that “total cloud revenues in the quarter were $1.4 billion, up 66 per cent from last year, while total onpremise software revenues were $7.5 billion — essentially unchanged from last year”. “There are over 51 million SMBs in India, many of them have not worked with Oracle or used cloud before. They now have access to the modern solutions in the market, available online, direct via the hub and through our expanded end-to-end ecosystem, working with the vast network in India. The increased choice in cloud technology will help accelerate their ability to innovate and grow faster,” said Kumar.



Team Indus to build customised satellites for global companies RAGHU KRISHNAN Bengaluru, 8 July



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



Five passengers on-board an IndiGo coach at the airport here sustained minor injuries after a window shattered, allegedly due to a jet blast from a SpiceJet plane approaching a parking bay. However, SpiceJet said it was too early to say if the incident last evening was caused by jet blast from its aircraft or any other reason. The police has registered an FIR and would look at who was at fault, a Delhi Police official said. The incident happened when the IndiGo bus was parked for boarding of passengers on the flight to Mumbai, an IndiGo spokesperson said. The front window of the bus broke due to a jet blast from a SpiceJet plane that was making its way to a parking bay nearby, the spokesperson added. Five passengers received minor injuries and were rushed to the airport clinic. The matter is being probed by aviation watchdog Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), sources have confirmed. "IndiGo Coach number 34 was parked at Bay 17 at 16:50 hours for boarding of passengers on flight 6E-191 enroute Delhi-Mumbai.



Bengaluru-based aerospace start-up Axiom Research Labs, popularly known as Team Indus, is looking to build satellites for global companies that want to have their satellite systems in space for various purposes, such as navigation, surveillance and internet. In a first for an Indian company, Team Indus has designed a satellite bus — its own platform that would help build satellites of less than 150 kg and customise transponders or sensors We are looking for corporate sponsors who based on the clients’ require- can be part of our journey to the moon, says ments. Rahul Narayan, co-founder, Team Indus “There is a global demand Group, Bharti tioning its (for satellites). Increasingly, Virgin the sub-150 kg class satellites Enterprises and Qualcomm, polar satellite are the ones that would be which is aiming to hurl 648 launch vehicle as used for future applications,” small satellites and form a a reliable rocket to hurl small said Rahul Narayan, constellation and beam high- satellites. Antrix estimates over cofounder and fleet com- speed internet to local termimander of Team Indus, here nals. Bharti has committed 2,500 satellites to be built on Wednesday. “We want to that it would work with Isro over the next few years as to launch several of these start-ups and global firms offer end-to-end service” look at using satellites as Team Indus, backed by satellites. PlanetLabs, a US firm small as one kg for navigaentrepreneurs such as Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw and helped by expertise from the tion, maritime and surveilNandan Nilekani, is focusing US space agency NASA is lance. Team Indus sees an on satellites at a time when planning to launch 150 low- opportunity to hasten that there is a global race by pri- cost imaging satellites. So far, push by offering end-to-end vate firms to hurl thousands India has been able to cap- service, which includes manof satellites into space to offer ture a slice of the small satel- aging the entire programme various services. The biggest lite launch market. The of launching satellites for of them is OneWeb, a global Indian Space Research customers. “Satellite is something consortium that includes Organisation (ISRO) is posi-



that appears to be relatively easy place we can deploy,” said Narayan. He added that the firm was talking to several agencies on their projects, but had yet to finalise a deal. The work on the satellites is expected to start after January, Narayan’s focus is to prepare for the moon mission by December, which intends to complete to secure the Google Xprize. The winner needs to land a rover on the moon, drive it for 500 metres and take high-definition images and beam it back to the earth. Team Indus says it is on track for the journey and is looking at corporate sponsors who can be part of the journey to the moon. “We recognised the capability we had brought under one roof; the capacity of the staff is unique. Very few firms have capability in end- to-end programme management, systems definition,” said Narayan. “The moon mission is the first big step of a long journey.” The firm is looking to launch the moon lander and rover on a PSLV rocket in December. It hopes to land on the moon on the Republic Day next year. Four other teams are competing with Team Indus, which is carrying a rover of Japan’s Hakuto mission.



IBM offers its cognitive platform to academia and start-ups ROMITA MAJUMDAR Mumbai, 8 July



IBM is offering its cognitive technology to the Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, for its first OpenPower research facility that focuses on innovations in e-governance, healthcare and agriculture. “Watson has tools that allow any application developer with no artificial intelligence (AI) background to con-



duct voice and sentiment analysis. If a bank wants a fraud detection app, it does not want Watson, but something more customised,” said Sumit Gupta, vice-president for cognitive systems at IBM. Talview, a start-up, has been using Watson’s speech-to-text and documentconversion APIs to automate hiring through video assessments. It uses a variety of APIs ranging from tone analysis to personality insights to evalu-



ate candidates without human intervention. “Financial institutions are more likely to opt for the Power AI platform, which allows developers to customise APIs from scratch to suit their requirements,” Gupta said. Such institutions would use their own data and in-house AI teams to tailor their machine learning models, he added. Fluid AI, a start-up nurtured by IBM, offers solutions in



financial technology, banking, retail, e-commerce and governance. Chatbots are another area where clients are absorbing cognitive technology. eMitra is a cognitive chatbot used by the government's eKaushal platform to help guide candidates to job roles based on location and interests. With the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT), AI allows businesses to analyse millions of records and understand trends.



East India to get ~51k-cr funding via LNG project DILLIP SATAPATHY Dhamra, 8 July



Dhamra LNG Terminal and the Jagdishpur-HaldiaBokaro-Dhamra pipeline project (JHBDPL) together will bring in investments worth ~51,000 crore into the economy of eastern India, said Union petroleum and natural gas minister Dharmendra Pradhan. Of the total outlay, ~13,000 crore will be spent on JHBDPL pipeline infrastructure, ~ 6,000 crore on city gas distribution (CGD) projects in seven cities, ~6,000 crore on Dhamra LNG Terminal, and ~ 26,000 crore on revival of Gorakhpur, Barauni, Sindri and Talcher fertiliser plants. Pradhan was speaking at the ground breaking ceremony for 5-MMTPA (million metric tonnes per annum) LNG (liquefied natural gas) Regasification Terminal at Dhamra Port, located in Bhadrak district of Odisha. The ceremony, however, was marred by absence of chief minister Naveen Patnaik, the chief guest for the occasion, who skipped the function after his party men were peeved with non-display of Patnaik’s picture cutouts within the meeting venue which was replete with large posters of Prime Minister, Narendra Modi. Besides Patanik, BJD leaders from the Bhadrak district including two state cabinet ministers, MLAs and local MP, who figured in the guest list were conspicuous by their absence in the meeting. The LNG Terminal, the first of its kind in the eastern India, is being built jointly by Adani group, Indian Oil Corporation (IOCL) and GAIL (India) Ltd at a cost of ~6,000 crore and expected to be commissioned by 2019-20. The work on the project would start after the monsoon in September. The terminal will be used for receipt, storage and regasification of LNG and it will cater to CGD networks.
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Deveshwar’s pay beats most part-time chairs



Intelenet looks at $1 bn revenue by 2020



Personal chemistry sealed Piramal’s investment in Shriram



AYAN PRAMANIK



Only Kumar Mangalam Birla earned more as non-executive chairman in FY17



Bengaluru, 8 July



When Ajay Piramal decided to invest in the Shriram group in 2010-11, it was not a smooth process; there was, in fact, even a decision not to go ahead with the deal. Piramal then couldn’t have imagined himself taking over as chairman of Shriram’s finance business and, eventually, a possible merger with IDFC Bank. In the event, Piramal invested over ~4,400 crore in Shriram Capital, holding company of Shriram City Union and Shriram Transport Finance. The Shriram group’s founder, R Thyagarajan, released a book — “I am not an entrepreneur”: The R. Thyagarajan Story — in November 2016 recalling his journey, which quot-



N SUNDARESHA SUBRAMANIAN New Delhi, 8 July



The proposed remuneration of ITC’s non-executive chairman Y C Deveshwar has become a talking point ahead of the company’s annual general meeting later this month. At ~12.7 crore, the proposed annual remuneration of the veteran at the consumer goods major would beat most top executives of Corporate India. The figure is higher than the remuneration earned in the last financial year by all non-executive chairmen barring one. An analysis of data provided by Prime Database for some 130 companies, which have the position of nonexecutive chairman and have published their annual reports so far this year, only 10 earned remuneration of ~1 crore or more. Remuneration for this analysis includes salary, sitting fees and commission, if any. Kumar Mangalam Birla tops the list having earned ~22.5 crore in commission at UltraTech Cement followed by Banshidhar Panda of Indian Metals and Ferro Alloys at ~7.52 crore. Others in the top 10 included promoters like Dheeraj Hinduja of Ashok Leyland at ~7.11 crore, B G Goenka of Welspun at ~4.14 crore, Nimesh Kampani of JM Financial at ~3.13 crore and V P Mafatlal of Navin Flourine at ~2.70 crore. Among nonpromoters, the top earners were Deepak Parekh of HDFC (~2.49 crore), R Seshasayee of Infosys (~1.95 crore), Mannalal Agarwal of Ajanta Pharma (~1.23 crore) and Pradeep Dinodia of Shriram Pistons & Rings (~1.11 crore). N Chandrasekaran and Deveshwar ended FY 17 in non-executive roles of TCS



TOP EARNERS Remuneration for FY 2016-17 of non-executive chairpersons captured from annual reports received till June 30, 2017 KUMAR MANGALAM BIRLA UltraTech Cement



~22.53 cr



Director



Company



Banshidhar Panda Dheeraj Hinduja B G Goenka Nimesh Kampani V P Mafatlal Deepak Parekh R Seshasayee Mannalal Agrawal Pradeep Dinodia



Indian Metals & Ferro Alloys Ashok Leyland Welspun India Jm Financial Navin Fluorine International HDFC Infosys Ajanta Pharma Shriram Pistons & Rings



Total (~ cr)



7.53 7.12 4.14 3.14 2.71 2.49 1.95 1.24 1.11



Source: Prime Database



and ITC, respectively, with packages of ~30.16 crore and ~21.16 crore. But, they both had held executive positions in these companies till February. Of the rest, five part-time chairmen earned between ~50 lakh and ~1 crore, 12 earned in the range of ~25 lakh to ~50 lakh. Fifteen chairmen took home between ~10 lakh and ~25 lakh. In FY15-16, for which a more complete data set was available, 780 companies had non-executive chairmen. Of these, 34 had earned ~1 crore or more. Even in that year, 70-yearold Deveshwar’s package of ~12.71 crore for FY18, which is up for shareholder approval, would have ranked among the top five. The not-so-small pay cheque after stepping down from a three-decade stint when he reinvented what was primarily a cigarette maker into a diversified



conglomerate has caught the eye of proxy advisory firms. On Thursday, Institutional Investor Advisory Services (IiAS) advised him to let go and allow successor Sanjiv Puri to take control of the affairs of the company. It said the high remuneration and the largish role undermined the succession plan and was sending confusing signals to the shareholders. On Friday, Stakeholders’ Empowerment Services followed suit questioning why the nominations and remuneration committee, of which Deveshwar was a part for nearly two decades, did not take sufficient steps to find a successor. Company executives have defended the move saying Deveshwar had stayed back to mentor the management on the request of the board and shareholders and that these reports are misleading. In an email response to queries from Business



Standard following the IiAS report, an ITC spokesperson said, “The report by a proxy advisory firm that you have referred to has been prepared without sufficient homework, inasmuch as the entire chronology and information in this regard is already available in the public domain.” The notice for the forthcoming AGM clearly states that the shareholders of the company, at the last AGM held on July 22, 2016, approved the appointment of Deveshwar as non-executive director and chairman of the company for three years with effect from February 5, the spokesperson added. “It may be recalled that Mr Deveshwar, at the request of the Nomination & Compensation Committee and the Board and recognising the need for orderly transition in a company of ITC’s size and complexity, agreed to continue as Chairman in non-executive capacity and also play the role of Mentor to the new executive management. The proxy firm also failed to recognise that the board has revised the Governance Policy effective February 5 (the date effective which the role of the chairman has been split),” the company said. The revised governance policy delineates and articulates the role of the new executive management under the CEO and the mentorship role of the chairman. “It will be obvious from the above that had the proxy advisory firm studied the company documents available in the public domain, it would not have made such unfounded, misleading and defamatory statements concerning the chairman of the company,” the spokesperson concluded.



Business process outsourcing firm Intelenet Global Services aims to double its revenues to $1 billion by 2020 through acquisitions in digital technologies and on the back of deals from Blackstone portfolio companies. The back office services provider, backed by private equity investor Blackstone Group LP, has renewed its interest in driving growth through acquisitions growth after it saw an improvement in valuation. Blackstone had re-purchased India-based BPO operations of the UK’s Serco Group Plc for nearly ~2,558 crore in 2015, four years after selling it. Intelenet, which primarily caters to banking and financial services, travel and health care segments, generates nearly 70 per cent of its revenues from outside India. The $430-million (nearly ~2,860 crore) BPO company said it has a better deal pipeline for the existing services for the next couple of years and beyond. “The revenue aspiration that we have is a combination of organic and inorganic play... Our inorganic strategy has always been about buying companies which can build capabilities and in that process we will also add revenues, management teams. We will push for inorganic growth now that the valuation is getting to realistic numbers,” said Susir Kumar, executive chairman, Intelenet Global Services. While Intelenet expects to drive a significant part of growth through acquiring firms in areas like robotics, automation and artificial intelligence, over the next two-three years nearly $100 million worth of deals are expected to come from companies where Blackstone has invested.



‘Customer looking at outcome, not technology’ LTI, formerly L&T Infotech, achieved over $1 billion revenue last fiscal. As the company focuses on its growth path, Sanjay Jalona, chief executive and managing director of LTI, says the push would be to increase digital business and look at outcomes in projects for customers. “I reckon in the next few years, the whole process of counting the digital revenue will change, and that would be the only way IT would be done,” JALONA tells Raghu Krishnan in an interview. Edited excerpts:



SANJAY JALONA Chief executive and managing director, LTI



You are increasing focus on digital, but traditional IT services still contribute over 60 per cent of the revenue?



If you look at two years, since I joined this company we have focused very systemically, driving up structural advisory relationships with our customers. Since the exit of FY 2016, our digital business was less than 20 per cent, today it is 28 per cent as we reported last quarter. So, there is a remarkable opportunity in the marketplace for a company like us, to do and bring value to our customers at the convergence of physical and digital. That is the where we differentiate and we see tremendous opportunity. It is really growing faster than most people in terms of business . In order to digitise, somebody has to understand the business very well. Once you know the customer’s



etc. Everything I get paid (is) by outcomes, by the transactional linkages that I provide. Below that is the whole bunch of platforms and solutions that we build for customers. We even have acquired this company, in seven-eight months — AugmentIQ, an analytics company with a suite of products. We don’t sell the suite, but outcomes. That is what the customers are looking in the changed world.



business, then you can use technology. How is digital growth offsetting commoditised traditional services business?



Today, customers are spending 80 per cent of their budgets in traditional IT, 2030 per cent in new technologies what we call digital. suspect by 2025, maybe 75-80 per cent will be the new age-digital and exponential percentage business, traditional would become 20-25 per cent. The customer is using the same business processes. I reckon in the next few years, the whole process of counting the digital revenue will change, and that would be the only way IT would be done. It is not one is disappearing and digital is eating into old one. The way you have to look at this is that the customer will spend the money only in digital technologies. How is L&T helping you in your business?



For LTI, L&T is our backyard



Are you seeing an increase in outcome-based projects?



where we can try a lot of these technologies, perfect them and take them to our customers. L&T operates in many sectors — manufacturing, finance, oil and gas and power. One of my largest insurance company client partners is a person who was the CIO of L&T Insurance (which was sold to HDFC Ergo). The type of things that we can experiment is phenomenal. Once we do in the shop floor, the experience that we get we



‘Smartphone adoption to touch 49% by 2020’ NIRMALYA BEHERA Bhubaneswar, 8 July



Smartphone adoption in India is likely to rise to 49 per cent of total mobile subscribers in 2020 from 28 per cent in 2016. “During 2016, India overtook the US to become the second largest smartphone market in the world (behind China). With adoption at under 30 per cent, it will be the main driver of smartphone growth in the Asia Pacific region over the next few years, adding 360 million smartphone connections by 2020,” said a report by Care Ratings. “Smartphone adoption in India is likely to increase to 49 per cent in 2020 from 28 per cent in 2016. Smartphone adoption in China is 71 per cent in 2016, which is likely to grow to 74 per cent in 2020,” said Bhagyashree Bha-



India is expected to add 206 million subscribers by 2020, a report by Care Ratings says



ti, research analyst at Care Ratings. The report said by the end of 2016 the number of smartphone connections in the Asia Pacific had crossed 2 billion. Three of the top five markets in smartphone adoption are Singapore (83 per cent), Australia (80 per cent) and South Korea (80 per cent). “China, India, Indonesia



and the Philippines have been the main drivers of growth, adding more than 210 million smartphone connections in the last year,” it said. Malaysia, Indonesia, Myanmar, the Philippines and India were beginning to see accelerating migration to 4G, driven by investments in networks, increased competition, falling device prices and growing consumer appetite, the report added. Australia, South Korea and Japan, the top three markets worldwide in terms of 4G penetration, will continue to be leaders, but China will also play a major part, surpassing 1 billion 4G connections during 2018. India is expected to add 206 million new subscribers by 2020. The growth in subscriber addition in the Asia Pacific region would be largely driven by India and China, the report observed.



can take to the customers. Would you take this as a product or solution?



Our whole model is that of providing outcomes. There are too many solutions, products and platforms. What customers are looking at is outcomes. Look at Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT), the whole programme is based on us providing linkages to the spend patterns of who are not paying tax — on social media,



These outcomes-based programmes are typically reported in the fixed price portion of reported revenues for services companies. For us, definitely, there is no other classification today. For us and you would see that for most of the IT companies you will see the fixed prices going up, which is a reflection of customers demanding these outcome-based projects. That is also because there is a maze in terms of new technologies that exist today. More on business-standard.com



T E NARASIMHAN Chennai, 8 July



A book quotes Ajay Piramal (pictured) as saying he hadn’t known much about Shriram group founder R Thyagarajan till an investment banker made a suggestion



ed Piramal as saying till an investment banker told him the Shriram group was worth investing in he had not known much about Thyagarajan. After a meeting with Thyagarajan, whom Piramal describes as a simple and straight-



forward man, he was convinced this was a man one could do business with. Piramal also came in at a time when Thyagarajan was considering what would happen to the group after him. Thyagarajan says he felt he did not have a set of people who could take the group on the next leg of its journey, so when the opportunity came, and knowing Piramal’s dynamic leadership, he thought it would be good for the group if he came on board. For Piramal, the deal was special for a different reason. The Piramal group wanted to enter the financial services space and Shriram was one of the best names that came up. More on business-standard.com
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Stick primarily to mutual funds



Jayant Pai



Financial literacy 1. Which is India’s first small finance bank? A. Equitas Holdings B. Janalakshmi Bank C. Capital Local Area Bank D. Ujjivan Financial Services



While PMS and AIF are exotic, mutual funds score on simplicity and steady returns SHASHANK KHADE



PMS CHARGE HIGHER FEE



T



~



Mutual PMS PMS fund profit sharing profit sharing (without (with catch up) catch up)



Figures in ~



MUTUAL FUND



PMS/AIF MS/AIF



Corpus Corpus after 3 years (A) Hurdle rate (CAGR %) Corpus required for hurdle (B) Profits available to share (A - B) Profit sharing fee (%) Profit sharing amount (C) Net corpus after fees (A - C) IRR post profit sharing (%)



1,00,000 2,19,700 2,19,700 30.0



1,00,000 2,19,700 10.0 1,33,100 86,600 20.0 17,320 2,02,380 26.5



2. Which famous company did Oliver Chace found? A. IBM B. Berkshire Hathaway C. Goldman Sachs D. Unilever



1,00,000 2,19,700 10.0 1,33,100 1,19,700 20.0 23,940 1,95,760 25.1



3. Former US Secretary of State John Kerry’s current wife is associated with which famous brand? A. Hershey Chocolates B. IKEA C. Heinz Ketchup D. 3M



Note: Investment tenure is 3 years. Portfolio value is assumed to grow at 30% IRR *With catch-up means when portfolio value increases above hurdle corpus level, the entire gain is subject to profit sharing.



flowing to investors, it defies logic to invest in PMS/AIFs over MFs. Given the upfront fee sharing arrangement, wealth managers have enough incentives to promote PMS/AIFs. To worsen things, exit loads have been imposed on portfolios, which ensures investors remain invested in PMS for at-least three years ensuring fixed management fees, which can be shared with wealth managers, beyond the profit sharing fees. Unlike MFs, the portfolio costs in PMS remains an unknown with profit-sharing fees getting crystallised at the end of tenor of the product MFs a better option: Overall, MFs seem to be an easy path to equity investing. PMS and AIF portfolio strategies could be induced excitement value by the wealth managers, but in terms of performance, it looks to be a tall task to beat MFs by a large margin to justify their higher fee structure. For investors, it pays to be simple with flexibility and have an access liquidity at any given point in time. PMS comes with liquidity constraints, has higher costs and doesn’t offer any incremental benefit. It, therefore, makes sense for investors to stick to MFs.



5. Which of these companies appointed its first non-family CEO, 85 years after it was founded? A. Cargill B. Wal-Mart C. Marriott D. Pidilite Industries



2. B. He founded a textile company known as the Valley Falls Company in 1838. It subsequently morphed into Berkshire Hathaway. 1. C. This Jalandhar-based bank began operations as a small finance bank in April 2016. Though it secured the licence recently, it was established in January 2000 and has 47 branches in five districts of Punjab. Solutions



cost optimisation with a sharp eye on costs of fund management during bearish phases and lenient in bullish phases. While the equity returns are a function of the market trajectory, cost optimisation is the only tool in the hands of the investor. PMS more complicated: For generating the same internal rate of return (IRR), say 30 per cent in three years, mutual funds work out to be cheaper due to the fees. While mutual fund charges 2 per cent, PMS charges can be 7.8-10 per cent with profit sharing, which lowers the returns by almost 5 per cent. PMS products are costlier than MFs due to the profit sharing fees. Thanks to profit sharing fees, the PMS Manager has to outperform MFs by 4-4.60 per cent (as can been seen in the profit sharing fee examples in the table) to be at par with MF returns in the hands of the investor. This naturally entails, taking higher risk to achieve such outperformance. Higher risks does not necessarily translate into higher returns. PMS portfolios do not get benchmarked compared to MFs on post-profit sharing fees. In the case of such superior returns generated by the PMS/AIF Manager, the benefit overflow to the investor remains minimal. Given such a case, with no incremental benefits



3. C. Before marrying Kerry in 1995, Teresa Heinz was married to John Heinz III. After his untimely death, she became chair emeritus of The Heinz Endowments and is estimated to be worth over $1 billion.



companies have been focussed on differentiated strategies targeting sectors and themes which have finite shelf life. Choose cost structure carefully: There are two fee structures — fixed fee and fixed plus variable. Very few isolated PMS providers charge only variable fee structure with negligible fixed fee structure. The investors follow a paradoxical selection path, while choosing between these fee structures. At the start of the bull phases, investors tend to choose profit sharing fees, since the rearview shows that equities haven’t generated much return in the past. The investor is amenable easily to profit sharing then, since he believes it is difficult to make returns (while the probability to make returns is higher given the low valuations). The investor should be actually selecting a lower fixed fee portfolio. As the bull market progresses and valuations start to get richer, the rearview approach of the investor shows precedence of high returns. The investor then opts for a higher fixed fee structure with no profit sharing since he believes in capping the fees to be paid. However, profit sharing fee structure with a lower fixed fee needs to be opted for since making returns start to become harder. The other issue is that investors tend to be tight fisted in terms of



Companies in 1955. A. General Electric B. General Motors C. US Steel D. Standard Oil



4. B. GM’s revenue at that time, was $9.80 billion. It topped the list 36 times over the next 45 years.



companies. Most PMS portfolios have gained significantly through their differentiated exposures in small and mid-cap stocks, which have significantly outperformed the markets. While the returns were a function of how the stock market was placed in 2013, with relatively wide discount prevailing in small and mid-cap stocks as compared to large-cap indices, most PMS managers flaunt returns from 2013 to seek fresh inflows from budding investors. Expectations of linearity in portfolio returns are naturally being built. However, the fact remains, the small- and mid-cap space has become expensive. Getting a repeat of such 3-year performance, going forward, looks highly unlikely and a longer wait for such returns is in the offing. Different focus than MFs: PMS/AIFs also target the voids which are not addressed by MFs. When the market capitalisation of a theme/sector is not very large or a cyclical theme/sectoral opportunity needs to be captured, PMS/AIF is used to address these investment opportunities in a focussed way. In the last bull phase, MFs had floated a number of sectoral and thematic funds which were rationalised in 2011-13. With restrictions of MFs launching new fund schemes, PMS teams within the asset management



4. ________ topped the introductory list of Fortune 500



5. C. Arne Sorenson was appointed CEO in 2012. Both CEOs who preceded him, since 1927, were Marriotts.



he number of investors in Portfolio Management Schemes (PMS) has been increasing steadily. According to the the Securities and Exchange Board of India’s (Sebi) website, the number of discretionary PMS investors have gone up from 39,306 in January, 2015 to 65,745 in December, 2016 — an increase of 67 per cent in the number of PMS investors getting added. But it continues to be an enigma for many investors. Some think that it is a proxy for mutual funds (MFs). As the bull cycle matures, they believe the select stock-picked portfolios would do well. Some believe due to concentration, PMS portfolios are better than MFs, given their need to diversify over 40-70 stocks to manage higher scale of fund size. And of course, many would like to ape PMS managers and selectively invest themselves more in few of the opportunities. Popularity rising: In the current cycle, most investors started increasing their equity asset allocation gradually in 2014-15. While the journey started with allocating through the existing MF route, in the quest of adding to equity allocation, wealth/relationship managers have been inducing them to invest in new products being showcased on a continual basis. As new fund offers in MFs have dried up, most wealth managers have been busy in selling PMS and alternative investment funds (AIF) products to investors. Since these new products have a finite launch period, the investors are naturally forced into making decisions rather quickly. Over the last few years, PMS as a product offering has returned to life and is in vogue now. As the moolah in selling MFs waned due to the market regulator Sebi’s diktat (entry loads were not allowed to be charged and upfronting on fixed management fees was stalled), wealth managers had to shift to other richer products where upfronting of fees are possible. Like any product selling, the PMS management outfits tend to share management fees with the wealth management



The writer is director and co-founder, Entrust Family Office Investment Advisors
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P-note derivatives ban comes into effect Existing positions need to be liquidated before Dec 2020 or by date of maturity: Sebi SAMIE MODAK Mumbai, 8 July



C



apital markets regulator the Securities and Exchange Board of India’s (Sebi’s) ban on holders of participatory notes (p-notes), also called offshore derivatives instruments (ODIs), from taking unhedged derivatives has come into effect. This means p-note holders won’t be able to take naked exposure to the derivatives market anymore. All their existing positions will have to be squared off by the end of 2020 or by the date of maturity of the instrument, whichever is earlier. The market regulator has said ODIissuing foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) will have to provide a certificate that fresh derivatives positions are “only for hedging the equity shares on a one-to-one basis.” “The ODI-issuing foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) shall not be allowed to issue ODIs with derivative as underlying, with the exception of those… taken by the ODI-issuing FPI for hedging the equity shares held by it, on a one-to-one basis,” Sebi said in a circular late Friday. “It is clarified that the term ‘hedging of equity shares’ means taking a one-to-one position in only those derivatives which have the same underlying as the equity share,” it further said. In other words, an investor through pnotes will be able to deal in Infosys’ derivatives contracts only if the investor holds the underlying shares of Infosys.



P-NOTES AS A % OF TOTAL FPI ASSETS*



*Notional value of p-notes on equity, debt & derivatives Source: Sebi



Last month, the Sebi board had approved the decision to bar p-notes from the derivatives market to curb speculative trading and also to encourage overseas investors to access the Indian markets through onshore registration. According to Sebi data, the notional value of p-note exposure to derivatives was about ~40,000 crore in April, down from ~54,000 crore in March. The share of p-notes in the overall FPI investment pie has come down



from around 10 per cent a year ago to just six per cent. This is following continuous tightening of the p-note framework by Sebi. “The ODI issuance has reduced significantly in the recent years. The additional restriction will further impact ODI issuance and thereby market liquidity. This could also possibly lead to export of Indian capital market to other countries. Industry players who were accessing Indian market through ODI route for variety of reasons may now be forced to come to India directly and the number of FPI registration is also likely to go up,” said Suresh Swamy, partner, PwC. While Sebi on one had has been tightening p-note regulations, it has also been easing the FPI registration norms to facilitate easier entry. Sebi had recently floated a discussion paper to further ease of FPI entry norms. Meanwhile, some experts said there is small window for p-notes to take unhedged positions. “A p-note holder will be able to take unhedged derivative position if the issuing FPI has exposure to the stock. This is because the calculation is being done at FPI level and not at individual p-note holder level,” said an industry expert. For instance, a same FPI has issued pnotes to subscriber A and B. A owns shares of Infosys and B doesn’t. This could potentially enable B to take derivative exposure to Infosys based on A’s underlying holdings.



India in talks with Canadian firm to buy coking coal NEHA DASGUPTA New Delhi, 8 July



The government is in talks with Canada’s Teck Resources, the largest North American producer of coking coal used to make steel, for long-term purchase agreements after a cyclonic disruption in Australia cut supplies earlier this year. India has joined top buyers China and Japan to scour new markets after a powerful cyclone



hit Australia that knocked out rail lines carrying coking coal to ports for export, causing a surge in prices. Steel Minister Chaudhary Birender Singh will be in Canada on Sunday along with executives of Steel Authority of India Ltd (SAIL) for talks with Vancouver-based Teck over long-term, formula-based price deals, a top official in the steel ministry said, declining to be identified as the talks have not



been made public. “Coking coal prices went haywire because of the natural calamity in Australia. There is every reason for India to not depend on only one source for coking coal,” the official said, adding the Canadian government had called upon the the minister to visit the country’s mines. SAIL and Teck may explore signing a preliminary agreement, the official said. At present, SAIL meets a lit-



tle over three-fourths of its needs from BHP Billiton,, the world’s biggest shipper of coking coal, according to a second government official. India needs about 56 million to 57 million tonnes of coking coal every year, of which about 85 per cent is imported. According to the government’s newly-drafted National Steel Policy, India’s coking coal requirements will more than double by the financial year ending in 2031. REUTERS
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Private firms miss out... On June 12, FICCI wrote to Defence Minister Arun Jaitley, pointing out the private sector had made a presentation to the ministry on May 29, highlighting their capabilities and asking for three to six months to present their solutions for trials. They also requested for operational BMPs on which they could develop their integrated fire control systems. “For reasons unknown to industry, the user expressed reservations to provide operational BMPs… citing that there are no policy enablers to loan a BMP…,” the FICCI letter notes. The letter says the army cited “urgency of upgrade” to argue that “evaluation of industry solution would not be possible within required timelines”, and that “nomination of the OFB is the only way the upgrade can be recom-



mended”. Yet, since 2006, the ministry had issued ten enquiries and two tenders for BMP-2 upgrades, all of them citing “Urgent Operational Requirements”, but none were converted into an opportunity for industry. FICCI’s letter suggests the ministry could shortlist three to four major private firms with good track records, which could be loaned a BMP2 each, on which they could develop their solutions in three to six months. To avoid delay, the ministry could process the time-consuming paperwork connected with the procurement. The Union Cabinet is required to endorse the DAC decision. That will be the last opportunity for the private sector to continue its work in this technology realm.



G20 communique exposes climate policy divide with US For Merkel, the summit was an opportunity to show off her diplomatic skills ahead of a federal election in September, when she is seeking a fourth term in office. She treated the leaders to a concert at Hamburg’s Elbphilharmonie on Friday night, where they listened to Beethoven while their aides began an all night slog to thrash out the consensus on trade that had eluded the leaders. Trade policy has become more contentious since Trump entered the White House promising an “America First” approach. Merkel chose to host the summit in Hamburg, the port city where she was born, to send a signal about Germany’s openness to the world, including its tolerance of peaceful protests. As the leaders met on Saturday, police helicopters hovered overhead. Overnight,



Gold import... The October-December quarter usually remains busy with festive season demand coming in along with agri-centric gold demand after a good monsoon and higher realisations for farmers. That has been the case traditionally. However, some demand, which would have come during this period has already been met in advance before GST was introduced. Surendra Mehta, Secretary, Indian Bullion and Jewellers Association said, “Gold demand will continue to remain good even after the 3 per cent GST. In the next six months, gold imports could be 400-500 tonnes as demand from precious stones like diamonds could shift to gold.” Diamond will also now attract 3 per cent GST. There are other issues in diamonds, especially on whether they are original and the fear of them being synthetic. Mehta also said that falling gold prices



with strong rupee also makes gold attractive rubbing off the GST impact. However, there are some reasons to be conservative on immediate gold demand. The government recently mandated that for purchases over ~50,000, the buyer would need to provide permanent account number or Aadhaar. Such measures are intended to curb the growth of the unofficial market. World Gold Council, in general, is of the view that jewellers and artisans will need time to adjust to new GST norms, which could take a little time. Alistair Hewitt, director, market intelligence, World Gold Council, wrote in an article that apart from good monsoon which will boost rural demand, “remonetisation, inflationbusting wage hike for central government employees and pensioners will support consumption.”



police clashed with anti-capitalist protesters seeking to disrupt the summit. In the early morning, heavily armed police commandos moved in after activists had spent much of Friday attempting to wrest control of the streets from more than 15,000 police, setting fires, looting and building barricades. The summit is being held only a few hundred meters from one of Germany’s most potent symbols of left-wing resistance, a former theater called the “Rote Flora” which was taken over by anti-capitalist squatters nearly three decades ago. Police said 200 officers had been injured, 134 protesters temporarily detained and another 100 taken into custody. (Writing by Paul Carrel; Editing by Noah Barkin and Janet Lawrence)



IDFC, Shriram enter 90-day merger talks Piramal clarified this was not a “backdoor entry” into banking by Piramal Enterprises. The RBI does not allow industrial houses to own banks. “We will follow in letter and spirit whatever the RBI rules and guidelines are. We are not so naive,” Piramal said. Even as the holding company would be IDFC, the brand names of Shriram would continue, Piramal said. The addition of Shriram City Union Finance will expand the assets of IDFC Bank by ~23,000 crore and by 4 million customers. Once the proposal is cleared by shareholders, the groups will approach regulators. The approval process was expected to take 12 months and integration could take another 24 months, Lall said. When asked despite being much larger in size among the two, why it is not ideally Shriram Holding taking over IDFC Ltd, instead of the vice versa, Ajay Piramal said, “We will work it out. IDFC is already a Banking license holder.” On Piramal’s entry into Banking through the Merger, Piramal said all rules will be complied “As far as Piramal group is concerned, we are strategic investors in it (Shriram Capital), and we will continue to remain so. We will only do something whatever the RBI permits, we cannot go beyond that,” Piramal said.
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Traders get relief on taxmen raiding shops Tax officers cannot visit traders’ premises without authorisation PRESS TRUST OF INDIA New Delhi, 8 July



No tax officer has been authorised to visit premises of traders and shopkeepers without prior permission and any deviation should be reported to a complaint helpline, the government on Saturday said. The finance ministry came out with a clarification after reports suggested that some unscrupulous elements posing as GST (goods and services tax) officers have tried to fleece shopkeepers and customers in the name of GST. The chief commissioner of GST (Delhi zone) has clarified that the tax department only wants to facilitate the process for shopkeepers IMPACT and traders during the transition to the goods and services tax (GST) regime. “No officer of the department is authorised to visit the premises of traders and shopkeepers without authorisation,” the ministry made it clear in a statement. It also asked anyone facing any such problem to lodge a complaint on tax department’s phoneline, 011-23370115. Separately, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley launched a mobile app “GST Rates Finder”. The app, available on the Android platform, helps users find out rates of GST for various goods and services. It can be downloaded on any smartphone and can work in offline mode as well, once down-



A bookseller sells GST manuals near ITO in Delhi on Saturday



PHOTO: SANJAY K SHARMA



Colgate-Palmolive cuts prices of toothpaste by 9% Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) major Colgate-Palmolive (India) on Saturday said it has reduced prices of toothpastes and toothbrushes by 8-9 per cent to pass on the goods and services tax (GST) benefits to consumers. The revised prices are effective for all shipments from July 1, the Colgate-Palmolive (India) said. “ The GST has enabled ColgatePalmolive (India) to extend to its consumers the benefits of reduction in MRPs by 8 to 9 per PTI cent, for the key categories of toothpastes and toothbrushes," the company said.



Centre did not play big brother role in fixing GST rates: Govt Maintaining that the Centre was not playing big brother role, Union Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Saturday suggested that any state could forego its share of the goods and services taxes if it wanted to lessen the tax burden. Sitharaman, Minister of State for Commerce and Industry, made this remark referring to the agitation by Tamil Nadu film industry over the high rates of tax on cinema tickets.“In fact, they (Tamil film industry) have no issue with the GST. It is the additional 30 per cent local bodies tax levied by the state government that they are agitated about,” the minister said. "The Centre didn't play big brother role in fixing rates (under GST). If it (tax rate) has been agreed, it has been collectively agreed by the GST Council, a body representing 29 states and seven Union Territories and a lone member (the Centre). “The GST Council is a constitutional committee and the correct strength of it is in states. This is a classic example for cooperative PTI federalism,” the minister pointed out. loaded. “The user can determine the GST rate for a goods or a service by entering the name or the chapter heading of the commodity or service. The search result will list all the goods and services containing the name which is typed in the



search box,” the ministry statement added. The user can scroll down the list of description and when any specific item on the list is clicked, the display window pops up, containing details such as GST rate, description of goods or services and the chap-



ter heading of the Harmonised System of Nomenclature . For example, any person who has been billed by a hotel or a restaurant or for footwear purchase can cross-verify the correctness of the rate of the GST charged.



PM invites Norway pension funds to invest in India PRESS TRUST OF INDIA Hamburg, 8 July



Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday invited Norwegian pension funds to invest in the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund as he met Norway’s Prime Minister Erna Solberg, who gifted him a symbolic football. Continuing his series of bilateral meetings on the sidelines of the G20 Summit, Modi also met South Korean President Moon Jae-in and Italy’s Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni. He held a bilateral meeting with President of Argentina Mauricio Macri. Modi congratulated in person Moon on his victory in presidential elections while the South Korean President recalled the prime minister’s congratulatory phone call and tweet in Korean language, saying it was warmly received by the people of South Korea. Both leaders expressed their commitment to further develop the special strategic partnership between India and South Korea, particularly through participation in programmes such as Make in India, Digital India and Start up India, the Ministry or External Affairs (MEA) said. The prime minister invited President Moon to visit India at an early date. The invitation was accepted, the MEA said. Modi’s discussions with Italy’s Prime Minister Gentiloni focused on promoting bilateral relations, particularly trade and investment and people-to-people ties. Prime Minister Modi invited Italy’s participation in World Food India — the food processing exhibition to be held in India in November this year. The two leaders stressed on the significance of promoting interaction between medium enterprises of the two countries for strengthening bilateral economic cooperation. The prime minister of Italy appre-



Norway’s Prime Minister Erna Solberg presenting a symbolic football on Sustainable Development to Prime Minister Narendra Modi at the 12th G-20 Summit, in Hamburg, Germany on Saturday PHOTO: PTI



ciated Indian investments in his country, including in the industrial sector. The two also discussed ways and means to work together for providing sustainable solutions to prevent climate change and promote development in Africa. Modi and Solberg discussed bilateral matters, especially strengthening of economic relations. Prime Minister Modi invited participation of Norwegian pension funds in the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund. The prime minister of Norway invited India to participate in the Oceans' Conference on the sidelines of the UN General Assembly (UNGA). In a gesture symbolising cooperation for attainment of sustainable development goals (SDGs), Prime Minister Solberg presented to Prime Minister Modi a football with SDGs inscribed on it.



Trump walks up to Modi for ‘impromptu’ chat at G20 Summit As G20 leaders continued their Summit discussions for the second day, US President Donald Trump on Saturday walked up to Prime Minister Narendra Modi for “an impromptu interaction”. Arvind Panagariya, sherpa for India at the Summit, tweeted about the “interaction”, along with pictures of the two leaders and others just before start of PTI the second day of working sessions of the G20 Summit.



Modi seeks UK’s help in return of economic offenders As India works hard to ensure return of fugitive liquor baron Vijay Mallya, Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Saturday pressed upon his British counterpart Theresa May to ensure UK's cooperation to bring back economic offenders. Both leaders also talked about the PTI complete range of India-UK ties.



Had a ‘major influence’ on counter-terror discussions: India India said on Saturday it had “a major influence” on counterterrorism discussions at the G20 Summit with Prime Minister Narendra Modi raising the key issue with European leaders. "India had a major influence on counter terrorism discussions at the G20 and also played a significant role in talks on trade and investment, migration and climate change," Arvind Panagariya said. PTI



Punjab agri can grow 5% with right policy: ICRIER



Modi likely to address NDA MPs on prez election eve



SANJEEB MUKHERJEE



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



New Delhi, 8 July



Punjab can go back to its glorious past of high farm growth rate by following a four-pronged strategy, suggested by the Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER), aimed at reviving the sector. According to a paper published by the ICRIER, written by former chairman of the Commission for Agriculture Costs and Prices (CACP) Ashok Gulati and former agriculture secretary Shiraz Hussain, the state needs to shift to maize cultivation instead of growing paddy in the upcoming kharif season. Among the other measures charted out in the paper — Getting Punjab Agriculture Back on High Growth Path: Sources, Drivers and Policy Lessons— were suggestions of promoting growth of horticulture in at least 10 per cent of its gross cropped area (GCA), liberalising the land lease market and encouraging sustainable agriculture by shifting to the direct benefit transfer (DBT) sys-



tem for payments related to power and fertiliser subsidies. “Encouraging diversification in cultivation during the kharif season by shifting to maize farming for poultry feed (as corn, along with soya bean, is the most important ingredient of feed in the poultry industry), silage and starch industries, promoting fruits and vegetables to at least 10 per cent of the GCA, including their protected cultivation through micro-irrigation and other measures, along with an eye on the export markets of the Gulf countries will boost the agriculture in the state,” the paper said. The agricultural sector in the state witnessed high growth rates — almost double the national average —between 1971-72 and 1985-86. This slipped later on and stood at The state needs to shift to maize cultivation instead of growing paddy in the upcoming kharif season around 3 per cent, which is equivalent to the agricultural growth rate of the coun- is less than half the all-India average was largely dependent on better irri- structure on raw commodities, espetry, between 1986-87 and 2004-05. growth rate of 3.5 per cent from 2005- gation facilities, improved rural con- cially wheat and rice. It also recomThereafter, in the subsequent 06 to 2014-15. The paper, which was nectivity and an assured market for mends revisiting tax rates approved years, the situation deteriorated fur- presented to the state government agricultural produce. The paper also by the GST Council for processed ther and the state’s agriculture grew at recently, found that Punjab’s strong calls for developing contract farming food under new goods and services only 1.61 per cent per annum, which growth in the early 70s to mid-80s in the state and rationalising the tax tax (GST) regime.



New Delhi, 8 July



Prime Minister Narendra Modi is likely to address a meeting of the National Democratic Alliance MPs (Members of Parliament) on July 16, a day ahead of voting in the presidential election. NDA’s presidential candidate Ram Nath Kovind may attend the meeting, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) sources said on Saturday. Kovind has been on a tour of states meeting MPs and MLAs who are supporting his presidential bid, and may decide to interact with the NDA MPs a day before the voting for the top constitutional post, they said. The Monsoon Session of Parliament starts from July 17, the day of the election. Proceedings in both the Houses will be adjourned for a day due to death of sitting members. The BJP



Parliamentary Party executive will also meet on July 16 and it will be followed by a meeting of NDA leaders. The sources said an allparty meeting may also be held on the same day. Kovind, who was in Madhya Pradesh on Saturday, will travel to Chhattisgarh on Sunday and be accompanied by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley and BJP general secretary Arun Singh during his meetings with supporting MPs and MLAs. He will be in Gujarat on July 11, when BJP chief Amit Shah will also be there. He will accompanied by BJP general secretary Bhupender Yadav, the sources said. He will be in Jharkhand on July 12 and in Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan on July 13. BJP sources said they are confident that Kovind will get over two-thirds votes in his contest against the opposition candidate Meira Kumar.



‘Let’s end school in class XI and have one preparatory year ’ Unconventional in thinking, DEV LAHIRI has had a long controversial career (his book titled With a Little Help from My Friends gives a detailed account) as an academician in India. One of the longest serving principals of the Lawrence school, Lovedale and Welhams Boys School, Dehradun, a St Stephen’s and Oxford University alumni, he spoke to Anjuli Bhargava on what he thinks needs to be done as the government finalises its new education policy. Excerpts from an interview :



colleges, they were asked what kind of weird combination they had. Moreover, I have a fundamental problem with accounts and commerce; these are not education subjects, they are trade subjects.



What do you think of the reintroduction of the board system in class X?



What do you think of no detention ?



The continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE), in principle, was a great idea. But here, in India, you are dealing with a student and teacher population that is so diverse. The CCE requires a lot of focus, attention and involvement; it was asking too much of the system. The CCE works on the assumption that the teacher and the taught is a very close-knit group. Here we have classes of 60-70 children at times where teachers don’t even know the names of students. They come, take attendance and then they know the student will go for tuitions. There is no bond between the two. Also, remember quality of teachers hugely varies in India. There are teachers who are excellent, those who are mediocre and then very poor teachers... What is the percentage in your view of



the three categories you describe ?



I’d say the average is 70 per cent. This lot takes no great pride in being a teacher but they do their job as is asked of them. Twenty per cent are in the pathetic category — where they have no option so they became teachers. And 10 per cent are excellent or born teachers. And these are to be found everywhere; not just in elite schools. Coming back to the CCE, it works on the assumption that every teacher is very highly motivated and highly connected to the child. It may work for some systems but you can’t superimpose it on every system. The larger point I want to make is that we have lost sight of what school education is meant to be. We are so obsessed with certification. It’s all about getting a CBSE, ICSE or state board certificate. A child should be able to get an education that helps him appreciate music, poetry, Mathematics and see the connections between different disciplines. We tend to box



As a blanket thing, it doesn’t work. The problem with detention is our mindsets. We see it as a punitive thing and as a fall in status — mera bacha fail ho gaya (My kid has failed in exams). The word fail in India is an abuse. In other countries, people admit and accept failure and learn from it. What other aspects of the current school education system worry you ?



students in. From class IX, we tell him to choose: Accounts and Commerce or Science or Arts. And, unfortunately, humanities is totally neglected whereas, I think, the foundation of any education system is a background in the humanities. At the end of the day, education is all about making a good human being. Why do we denigrate the humanities like we do



? I have nothing against science; of course science is very important, but along with it comes an appreciation of the finer things in life. Why do we insist on separating them ? You can either be a science student or arts. It’s so erroneous. We started this in Lawrence school. If you are doing biology, we suggested students do psychology also. But when they went to apply for



I am of the view that we need to end school education in class XI and have one preparatory year before we send kids off to college. The school system is highly structured and controlled. You live by the bell. Everything is dictated. And then suddenly you send them off to college — by and large unstructured. It’s like being thrown to the wolves. No one cares if you are coming to class. Students are simply not prepared for universities. So, in my view, there



should be a gap year to prepare where you learn a different set of skills; the ability to research, reference, to ask questions, to allow them to think out of the box : These are the skills good universities will seek, which the students never have time for since they are so busy with cramming and learning by rote. For a sensitive child, the transition can be quite painful as I have recently seen while working with college students in a private college. Since no one will agree to “wasting” a year — although I think it’s anything but a waste — let’s end school in class XI and let students prepare for one year. Let this be a bridge year of sorts. Let there be a structured curriculum so they don’t goof off, and give them some inkling of what they will be in for in college. A second problem, I think, is that we are totally ignoring the mental health of these kids. I call them the “pressure cooker” generation. They are always under some kind of pressure. Pressure to perform in examinations, peer pressure of all kinds, pressure to look good; their hormones are going crazy. And there’s nobody to help them. This is my single biggest worry. Mental health of students, in my view, seems to be very precarious.
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UN adopts treaty to ban N-weapons; India skips talks



Centre, states to discuss farm distress NITI Aayog to hold meeting on Monday; central assistance likely to keep farm woes away ARUP ROYCHOUDHURY & SANJEEB MUKHERJEE New Delhi, 8 July



PRESS TRUST OF INDIA



nuclear disarmament. India also maintained that the Geneva-based Conference Over 120 countries have voted on Disarmament (CD) is the in the UN to adopt the first-ever single multilateral disarmaglobal treaty to ban nuclear ment negotiation forum. It had further said that it weapons, even as India and other nuclear powers includ- supports the commencement ing the US, China and Pakistan of negotiations in the boycotted the negotiations for Conference on Disarmament the legally binding instrument on a Comprehensive Nuclear Weapons Convention, which in to prohibit atomic weapons. The Treaty on the addition to prohibition and Prohibition of Nuclear elimination also includes veriWeapons, the first multilateral fication. Underlining that interlegally-binding instrument for national verification was essennuclear disarmament to have tial to the global elimination of been negotiated in 20 years, nuclear weapons, India had was adopted yesterday amid said it feels that the current cheers and applause by a vote process did not include the verof 122 in favour to one against ification aspect. In line with its position that (Netherlands) and one abstenIndia articulated in the EoV, the tion (Singapore). India and other nuclear- country had decided not to pararmed nations — the United ticipate in the negotiations for the treaty. The States, Russia, Britain, treaty will be open China, France, Pakis- India says for signature to all tan, North Korea and Geneva-based States at UN HeaIsrael had not partici- Conference on dquarters in pated in the negotia- Disarmament tions. A substantive (CD) is the single September and enter into force 90 session was held in multilateral days after it has March this year to disarmament been ratified by at negotiate the legally negotiation least 50 countries. binding instrument forum. A number of aimed at prohibiting countries stayed out of the nuclear weapons. In October last year, more negotiations, including the than 120 nations had voted on United States, Russia and other a UN General Assembly reso- nuclear-weapon States, as well lution to convene a conference as many of their allies. The to negotiate the legally binding Democratic People’s Republic instrument to prohibit nuclear of Korea did not join the talks weapons, leading towards their either. In a joint press statement, the Permanent Repretotal elimination. India had abstained from sentatives of the US, UK and voting on that resolution. In its France, all veto-wielding perExplanation of Vote (EoV) giv- manent members of the UN en for its abstention on the res- Security Council, said they olution in October, India had “have not taken part in the said that it was “not convinced” negotiation of the treaty and that the proposed conference do not intend to sign, ratify or could address the longstand- ever become party to it...This ing expectation of the interna- initiative clearly disregards the tional community for a com- realities of the international prehensive instrument on security environment.” United Nations, 8 July



W



ith farmer unrest due to a crash in prices, the central government will hold a big review meeting with chief secretaries of all states and Union Territories to discuss reforms in agriculture and allied developmental issues. NITI Aayog will coordinate the meet, to be held on Monday. Prime Minister Narendra Modi is expected to address it. Additionally, Business Standard has learnt, there have been discussions between the ministries of finance and agriculture and the PM’s office regarding the agricultural situation and the many protests by farmers. At Mandsaur district in Madhya Pradesh last month, six farmers died



in police firing. Five states have announced farmloan waivers — Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Karnataka, Telangana and Maharashtra — totalling around ~2 lakh crore. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley has said the Centre would not participate in any loan relief by states and that the latter are expected to pay banks and cooperatives out of their own allocations and revenues. The Centre will stick to its fiscal deficit target for the year of 3.2 per cent of gross domestic product, Jaitley has said. However, sources indicate the distress in the sector and political fallout Chief secretaries of all states and Union territories will meet to discuss various from further protests might lead to issues like reforms in the agriculture sector and other developmental issues. some relief package from the Centre. “There have been a couple of infor- might not be a direct nationwide A second official said a package mal discussions on the matter,” said farm loan waiver. It could be on the which includes a bonus over the minan official. “No call has been taken as lines of assistance to states which imum support price for a crop and such but any package decided upon announce waivers.” assured buying could be considered.



Officials stress that any decision will be contingent upon the Centre’s fiscal comfort with such a move. The finance ministry is keeping in mind the narrow fiscal space. At the Monday meeting, a major thrust will be on agricultural reforms and in enabling of states to move forward in creating a unified farm market, Business Standard has learnt. The ministry of agriculture is expected to make a presentation on the steps taken till now to help farmers. Officials said the meeting is also expected to discuss issues like reengineering of governance, need for universal health coverage, ease of doing business, movement towards a less-cash economy, implementation of direct benefits transfer and states’ contribution in sustainable development goals.



Sluggish Assam tea prices dampen trade AVISHEK RAKSHIT Kolkata, 8 July



Even as the average price of Indian tea from the first flush rose in the export market by nearly three per cent, sluggish prices of Assam tea continued to dampen the trade. Though exports from northeast India, led by Assam, rose marginally, less than one per cent to 6.7 million kg (mkg), both the average tea price as well as the total realisation declined. During the January-April period, Assam tea fetched an average price of ~213.10 a kg in the export market, 6.4 per cent less than the corresponding period the previous year. The total price realisation also declined by nearly six per cent to ~142.78 crore in the same period. On the other hand, teas from south India fared much better as its price realisation increased by nearly eight per cent to ~461.16 crore and the unit price surged by 15.55 per



PRICE EFFECT Quantity (in mkg)



North India Value Unit (~ cr) (~/kg)



Quantity (in mkg)



45.13 2017 (Jan – Apr) 39.23 2016 (Jan – Apr) Increase/decrease (in %) 15.04



946.74 209.78 833.46 212.45 13.59 -1.26



27.64 29.59 -6.59



Period



South India Value (~ cr)



Unit (~/kg)



461.16 427.24 7.94



166.85 144.39 15.55



Quantity (in mkg)



All India Value (~ cr)



Unit (~/kg)



72.77 1,407.9 193.47 68.82 1,260.7 183.19 5.74 11.68 5.61



Source: Tea Board of India



cent to ~166.85. Industry officials are of the view that the global demand for Assam tea is stagnated



because of the oversupply from primary CTC (crush tear curl) markets like India and Kenya last year.



Rating agency Icra says that as Kenya and Sri Lanka have faced 11 per cent production loss during the January-



April period leading to a supply glut this year, Indian tea firms can exploit the situation to their advantage. “However, there is no immediate visible sign of an increase in tea prices from Assam as a result of crop shortage in Kenya or elsewhere,” Arijit Raha, secretary general, Indian Tea Association (ITA), told Business Standard. Raha added that carryover stocks from previous years might have led to lower demand. In May, industry officials reported a 24 mkg carryover stock in the domestic market. According to Icra, theauction prices in Sri Lanka and Kenya have increased by 44 per cent and 24 per cent, respectively. Prices of Sri Lankan tea, mostly the orthodox variety, surged to touch $4.08 a kg during JanuaryApril, as against $2.84 a kg in the corresponding period of the previous year. Kenyan tea prices, which are entirely of



the CTC variety, touched $2.98 a kg, against $2.41 a kg. A N Singh, managing director at Goodricke Group, however, said, “The price fall per unit is primarily because of increased production from small tea growers, whose average price is less than the estate produce.” During the first three months of the current year, estate produce from north India fell 28 per cent to 26.34 mkg, while the production from small tea growers fell only by about four per cent to 23.23 mkg. According to the ITA, average auction prices in the domestic market have remained muted so far this year. Prices of Assam tea in the Kolkata auctions stood at ~137 a kg on average, down 5.5 per cent, while Guwahati auction prices were lower by nearly five per cent at ~121 a kg. Muted price realisations prevailed in the Siliguri auctions as well at ~120 a kg.
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aking ibuprofen and related over-the-counter painkillers could have unintended and worrisome consequences for people who vigorously exercise. These popular medicines, known as nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, or NSAIDs, work by suppressing inflammation. But according to two new studies, in the process they potentially may also overtax the kidneys during prolonged exercise and reduce muscles’ ability to recover afterward. Anyone who spends time around people who exercise NSAID use is widespread among athletes in strenuous knows that painkiller use is endurance sports like marathon and ultramarathon running common among them. Some athletes joke about taking might not have the effects in tion of a particular group of “vitamin I,” or ibuprofen, to athletes that they anticipate. biochemicals, called prosblunt the pain of strenuous Some studies have found that taglandins, that otherwise training and competitions. those who take the painkillers flood the site of injuries in the Others rely on naproxen or oth- experience just as much muscle body. There, they jump-start er NSAIDs to make hard exer- soreness as those who do not. processes contributing to A few case studies also have pain and inflammation. cise more tolerable. NSAID use is especially suggested that NSAIDs might Prostaglandins also prompt widespread among athletes in contribute to kidney problems blood vessels to dilate, or strenuous endurance sports in endurance athletes, and it widen, increasing blood flow like marathon and ultrama- was this possibility that caught to the affected area. Taking rathon running. By some esti- the attention of Grant S NSAIDs results in fewer mates, as many as 75 per cent Lipman, a clinical associate prostaglandins and conseof long-distance runners take professor of medicine at quently less inflammation and ibuprofen or other NSAIDs Stanford University and the less dilation of blood vessels. Whether these effects are before, during or after training medical director for several advisable in people exercisultramarathons. and races. NSAIDs work, in part, by ing for hours has been uncerBut in recent years, there have been hints that NSAIDs blunting the body’s produc- tain, however.



So for one of the new studies, published Wednesday in the Emergency Medical Journal, Lipman asked 89 participants in several multiday ultramarathons around the world to swallow either an ibuprofen pill or a placebo every four hours during a 50mile stage of their race. Afterward, he and his colleagues drew blood from the racers and checked their levels of creatinine, a byproduct of the kidneys’ blood filtering process. High levels of creatinine in an otherwise healthy person are considered to be a sign of acute kidney injury. The researchers found that many of the ultra runners, about 44 per cent, had creatinine levels high enough to indicate acute kidney injury after running 50 miles. But the incidence was particularly high among the runners who had taken ibuprofen. They were about 18 per cent more likely to have developed an acute kidney injury than the racers swallowing a placebo. Furthermore, their injuries, based on creatinine levels, tended to be more severe. The study did not follow the racers in subsequent days or weeks, but Lipman believes that they all recovered normal kidney function soon after the event ended. © 2017 The New York Times News Service



Poor sleep can increase risk of Alzheimer’s, says study PRESS TRUST OF INDIA London, 8 July



Poor sleep may be an indication of increased risk for Alzheimer’s disease, a new study conducted with older people suggests. Researchers studied 101 cognitively normal people, average age 63, who completed well-validated sleep questionnaires. They analyzed their spinal fluid for the pres-



ence of indicators of the plaques and tangles that are characteristic of Alzheimer’s. The study is in Neurology. After controlling for age, a family history of Alzheimer’s, the ApoE gene that increases Alzheimer’s risk and other factors, they found that poor sleep quality, sleep problems and daytime sleepiness were associated with increased spinal fluid indicators of Alzheimer’s disease.



The reason for the association is unclear, but at least one animal study found that during sleep the brain’s capacity to clear toxins like beta amyloid, the toxic protein that forms plaques in the brains of those with Alzheimer’s, improves. It may be that poor sleep interferes with this process in people, too. “Not everyone with sleep problems is destined to



develop Alzheimer’s disease,” said the senior author, Barbara B. Bendlin, an associate professor of medicine at the University of Wisconsin School of Medicine and Public Health. “We’re looking at groups of people, and over the whole group we find the association of poor sleep with the markers of Alzheimer’s. But when you look at individuals, not everyone shows that pattern.”



ISTOCK



Next week: Treat pancreatitis with diet



GRETCHEN REYNOLDS



ISTOCK



You are halfway through the creamy donut when the guilt sets in, but the thing about binge eating is that you learn to carelessly carry on, regret later, and then repeat. Life in a corporate work culture is never short of deadlines. More often than not, you find yourself swinging between multiple projects, leading to long, stressful hours at work. The stress then brings along the cravings for comfort food. Positioning yourself before your laptops with a greasy cheeseburger may seem like the easiest elucidation for all your corporate woes, but the binge eating does nothing good to eliminate stress levels. Instead, it does a great deal in degrading your oral hygiene. When nothing seems to stop you from hogging at work, you must accept that you have fallen prey to an eating disorder. Your dietary habits have a major role to play in de-fencing your dental health. The most common advice you will get is to curb the intake of sugary treats that may cause a cavity built-up in your teeth. Little did you know that binging of acidic and fatty foods can have an equally upsetting impact on your enamels. Sugars and acids work hand in hand in damaging your oral health. Unseen microbes called bacteria thrive in your mouth at all times. These harmful germs have the ability to form a sultry material called plaque that lies on the tooth surface. The moment there is sugar intake, the microbes in the plaque bolt up the sugary stuff and convert them into



acids. These faulty acids have a great potent to melt the hard enamel covering your teeth. And with this starts the process of cavity built-up. While at work the constant chewing of gums to nibble on those lubricious treats almost throughout the day can serve to be a major entry to the invading bacteria’s. By curbing on your sugar intake, the bacteria won’t be able to produce enough acidic substances that eat away the enamel. Scarce amount of iron can nurture the growth of blisters inside the mouth. A deficiency of vitamin B3 (also called as niacin) causes bad breath and canker sores in the mouth, causing gums to turn red and swollen, a sign of dental gingivitis. Your mouth and can also be extremely dry due to dehydration While you work roundthe-clock, keeping a check over what you consume. The tendency of just sitting at one place and constant binging will not just hamper your healthy enamels, but also contribute to weight gain and related problems. The cure to binging ■ If you get the urge to binge, get your hands over to nutritious edibles that are high in calcium, iron and vitamins B. Maintain good oral health by regularly brushing and flossing ■ After you purge, you should instantly rinse your mouth with water or sugarfree mouth rinse ■ A dry mouth, or xerostomia, may be caused due to nausea and poor dental hygiene. This condition is the major cause behind decay of tooth. Moisturising the mouth with water will help keep decay at bay ■ Avoid sugary and processed foods as much as possible. Consume fresh fruits like strawberries and add more salads to your diet



Hold the painkillers, bring on the exercise



Personalised vaccines hold cancer at bay in early trials



New drugs like Opdivo are improving the odds of survival



BEN HIRSCHLER



tumour. These proteins are not found on healthy cells and they look foreign to the A novel class of personalised immune system, prompting cancer vaccines, tailored to the specialist T-cells to step up tumours of individual patients, their attack on cancer cells. One vaccine was developed kept disease in check in two early-stage clinical trials, point- at the US-based Dana-Farber ing to a new way to help the Institute and Broad Institute and the other by privately immune system fight back. Although so-called owned German biotech firm immuno therapy drugs from BioNTech, which uses sothe likes of Merck and Co, called messenger RNA to carry Bristol-Myers Squibb and the code for making its theraRoche are starting to revolu- peutic proteins. Roche, the world’s largest tionise cancer care, they still only work for a limited num- cancer drugmaker, is already ber of patients. By adding a per- betting on BioNTech’s technolsonalised cancer vaccine, sci- ogy after signing a $310 million deal last September entists believe it allowing it to test the should be possible The new German vaccine to improve substan- treatments with its immunotially the effective- contain drug ness of such between 10 and therapy Tecentriq. Bioimmune-boosting 20 different NTech’s co-founder medicines. mutated and CEO Ugur Sahin Twelve skin can- proteins, or told Reuters that cer patients, out of a “neoantigens” combination trials total of 19 across both the trials, avoided relaps- using Roche’s drug were due to es for two years after receiving start later this year against a different vaccines developed number of different cancers. Rival biotech firm Neon by German and US teams, researchers reported in the Therapeutics, which was journal Nature on Wednesday. formed to exploit the US The small Phase I trials now research, initiated tests of its need to be followed by larger personalised neoantigen vacstudies, but the impressive ear- cine in combination with ly results suggest the new shots Bristol-Myer’s Opdivo drug work far better than first-gen- last year. New drugs like Opdivo and eration cancer vaccines that typically targeted a single can- Tecentriq that enlist the body’s immune system are cer characteristic. The new treatments con- improving the odds of surtain between 10 and 20 differ- vival, but their typical price ent mutated proteins, or tag of more than $150,000 a “neoantigens,” that are spe- year is controversial. cific to an individual’s © 2017 The New York Times News Service London, 8 July
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Chinese checkers on the Doklam plateau



THE FACE-OFF



The dispute in the Doklam area is an old one, but the bellicosity of the Chinese official media diti PPhadnis hadnis and its bureaucracy seems calculated to escalate tensions, writes AAditi



> June 1, 2017: India accuses China of



constructing a road in the disputed territory towards Doklam plateau. > June 3: Chinese troops ask India to



remove two bunkers that were set up in 2012 at Lalten in Doklam plateau > June 6: The two bunkers are



destroyed by two Chinese bulldozers after China stated that neither India nor Bhutan had any claim over the region > June 26: At a flag meeting, China



asked Indian troops to withdraw from the Doklam region > July 1: China refuses to allow the entry of Kailash Mansarovar pilgrims into its territory through the Nathu La Pass on the Sikkim border



> July 6: China says it is ready to discuss other routes to enable pilgrims to continue the Mansarovar yatra



Indian and Chinese soldiers along the border in Sikkim. China has settled its land boundaries with all its neighbours, barring India and Bhutan



I



n a Delhi suburb, owners of a restaurant called Yummy Bhutan (where, by the way, you can get “very tasty Chinese food”) could be echoing China’s sentiments. Yummy Bhutan is exactly how China is looking at Bhutan. And India has made it quite clear that it doesn’t like it. To misquote Princess Diana (“there were three of us in this marriage, so it was a bit crowded”), there are three in the Doklam stand-off — India, Bhutan and China. The postures are such that South Asia has been plunged into acute anxiety and tension. Worse, there are indications that the Great Game is being played out again. Like all tensions, it began with boundary and land: 14 countries have land borders with China — Russia, Mongolia, North Korea, Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar, India, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. Because of its colonial history, China had territorial disputes with all of them. It has settled its land boundaries with all its neighbours — barring India and Bhutan. So what do the disputes involve? With Bhutan, it is a matter of 764 sq km of territory. Beijing claims 495 sq km of territory in the Jakurlung and Pasamlung Valleys in north-central Bhutan and another 269 sq km in western Bhutan, comprising the Doklam Plateau. Doklam Plateau abuts Chumbi Valley, which, like Tawang on Bhutan’s eastern border, has enormous strategic significance for China, Bhutan as well as India. If China gets hold of this territory, the military advantage in India’s Northeast might as well be lost to China.



issues relating to their national interests”. But that’s not all. The understanding China views India’s treatment of Bhutan as between Bhutan and India is that their a “protectorate” abhorrent. border disputes are to be settled together, But there are legitimate reasons for not piecemeal as there is an intrinsic Bhutan’s fear of China. It watched with strategic linkage between the two in the silent horror the crushing of the Tibet Chumbi valley. By annexing the Doklam uprising in 1959, the sector, the Chinese People’s punishment meted out to Liberation Army (PLA) will followers of Buddhism and widen the eastern shoulder of the vigorous implementation Chumbi valley and with the of a classless society in China. road extension, achieve Bhutan has its own ruling significant operational and elite. Its monastic estates, logistical flexibility for a and estates belonging to the military strike through handful of nobility — the Chumbi valley towards the Drukpa — were worked by Siliguri corridor. tenured serfs and slaves. Bhutan is China’s only Socialism, much less neighbour that Beijing does communism, does not come not have official diplomatic naturally to it. And it has just relations with. This suits India fine. In 1949, Bhutan about managed to cope with a refugee problem: with the signed the Treaty of “The dispute in the Nepalese for instance. It Perpetual Peace and certainly does not want Friendship with India, under Doklam area is not a hordes of Tibetan refugees to which it agreed “to be guided new phenomenon. come streaming into Bhutan. by the advice of the But China’s road Like all other countries, Government of India in construction is a Bhutan is changing. Guided regard to its external deliberate move to relations”. This has democracy introduced in trigger a response 2008 has put down shallow underwritten India’s from Bhutan and advisory role in Bhutan’s roots. But because of this, from India” there are people who question foreign policy making, NIRUPAMA RAO including relations with Bhutan’s almost blind Former Indian Ambassador allegiance to India and argue China. The India-Bhutan to China Friendship Treaty, which that third country domination in Sino-Bhutan relations (such replaced the 1949 Treaty in 2007, does not require Thimphu to be guided by Indian as they are) is not desirable. The signals of the changes were first out there for advice on foreign policy matters. It only requires them to “cooperate closely … on everyone to see when Jigmi Thinley,



IMO China has long played offense as defense, including in 1962, 1969 and 1979 conflicts. Now in Sikkim border standoff, it plays the same game. Raj@raj2jas China in panic mode due India rising peacefully. Could follow with border skirmishes to belittle India. GOI must take threat seriously Shubham Panchasara@ultrarider At the current place of conflict (Doklam) Indian troops has a strategic advantage of height. China won't take risk to escalate. K C Singh@ambkcsingh Milit experts think in this area India can hold position. Chinese rhetoric sign of their frustration. But they can shift pressure elsewhere. PM Narendra Modi (right) with Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu in Tel Aviv



PRIME MINISTER’S ISRAEL VISIT Amit Shah@AmitShah In Israel, PM @narendramodi is rightly focussing on areas like agriculture, irrigation, water resources, disaster management & trade. Vinit Goenka@vinitgoenka The reception @narendramodi got in Israel, only received by the Pope & US Presidents before,proves his diplomatic prowess & global stature Paresh Rawal@SirPareshRawal No PM but @narendramodi ever thought of visiting Israel in 70 years which helped India in wars by weapon n tech n intel !



INDIA-CHINA STANDOFF AT SIKKIM Brahma Chellaney@Chellaney



Shantanu N Sharma@shantanunandan #Sikkim - #Doklam Standoff continues. China now issues travel alert for its citizens travelling in India. Talks about "personal safety" Geet Varun@geetv79 Amid Sikkim StandOff, GujGovt's MoU with Chinese Auto Co Is India's Sovereignty for Sale? Where's National Pride?



CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY CASE AGAINST LALU PRASAD AND HIS FAMILY Amit Dahal@AmitDahal Rabri has 18 flats in Patna. 18 flats? What is she going to do with them? Corruption is a synonym of Lalu & Family. Anubha Sinha@AnubhaPrasad Lalu Inc. has turned corruption into a family enterprise. Lalu-Rabri-& sons- &-daughters&-friends- &-CAs. Closely held corporate! Anoop Chathoth@anoopc Rabri Devi is a symbol for women empowerment.Look how she ensured she is as



Bhutan’s first prime minister, met the then Chinese Premier, Wen Jiabao, on the sidelines of the climate summit at Rio de Janeiro in Brazil in June, 2013. India was kept out of the loop. An official People’s Republic of China (PRC) release quoted Thinley as saying Bhutan wished “to forge formal diplomatic ties with China as soon as possible.” China responded with a statement that it was ready to settle the border issue with Bhutan. After initial consternation, India’s response was ruthless and swift — and very visible. Loans were held back and vehicle imports from India to Bhutan were stopped. Kerosene and LPG subsidies were held back. All this only strengthened China’s resolve to do something about the situation. Strengthen the borders Phunchok Stobdan, former ambassador and expert on Asian affairs, says the tension in Doklam should be seen in a wider perspective. “A solution to this would be back-channel talks (at the G20 summit in Hamburg that Donald Trump, Narendra Modi and Xi Jinping attended),” he says. “I don’t see any real threat of a war. India should increasingly look to strengthen its borders, especially make sure that there is no incursion into Siliguri.” But the bellicosity of the Chinese official media and its bureaucracy seems calculated to escalate tensions. Says former Indian ambassador to China, Nirupama Rao, “The dispute in the Doklam area is known. It is not a new phenomenon. But China’s road construction is a deliberate



move to trigger a response from Bhutan and from India.” She adds, “Through its actions, China seeks to impose its own definition of the trijunction point of the boundary between Bhutan, China and India (Sikkim). The move has serious security ramifications for both Bhutan and India’s defence interests.” Most professional diplomats counsel prudence, ironically, when for the first time under Modi India has somewhat ostentatiously tried to demonstrate that it can stand up to China (remember the toothache remark when Premier Xi Jinping visited Gujarat in 2014?). On the other hand, almost all experts say that the standoff in Doklam is not a one-off event. Says R S Kalha, former foreign service officer and China expert, “In my experience of dealing with the Chinese for over 15 years, including leading the Indian side for the crucial boundary sub group, I have never experienced that Chinese PLA takes steps without approval.” Defusing tensions So what are India and China going to do? Already there are signs that both sides are stepping back from the brink. A statement by a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman says the Mansarovar yatra of Indian pilgrims, which was halted because of action “of India soldiers on Chinese soil”, could be reconsidered via another route. The Indian foreign office is imploring journalists, experts and anyone who will listen that bellicosity and aggression will achieve nothing: professionals are on the job of defusing tensions and they should be allowed to do their work unhindered. But this is not a WWF match where the outcome is known to everyone. Suddenly the sands are shifting and even friends are acting strange. Ancient words of wisdom might work best here: “When in doubt, don’t.”



‘To shield children from harmful stimuli, one cannot curtail their ambition’ Filmmaker Shoojit Sircar recently appealed to the authorities to ban reality television shows that involve children. His argument was that such shows can be emotionally scarring for children. SAMIR PARIKH, director of the department of mental health and behavioural sciences at Fortis Healthcare in Delhi, tells Manavi Kapur that children need to be trained to absorb the content around them in a healthy manner rather than ban a certain type of show altogether. Edited excerpts:



Do you agree that a reality television show that stars children ‘destroys’ them emotionally?



between helping a child with his or her ambition and making the child grow up too soon?



I don’t think blanket statements like that are fair, or even possible. Something as basic as punishment would destroy a child, so to speak. Children are and will be affected by a lot of things. For instance, children could even be scarred when their favourite sportsperson abuses on the field. But does that stop sportspersons from playing the way they do? Banning a certain type of content is not the solution.



We need to look inwards towards our own environment before questioning what is out there. Just to shield children from harmful stimuli, one cannot curtail their ambition. For instance, if an eight-yearold is a great dancer and a reality TV show gives him or her the right platform, why would a parent not support a child’s talent? Would we have the same apprehensions in the case of, say, a chess genius? Would we have stopped Sachin Tendulkar from playing cricket



Where does one draw the line



tournaments at a young age?



ter.



Most shows, especially those that are based on a competition model, have children imitating adults. How does this affect the children and how can this be changed?



What are some measures that can be taken to safeguard them against undue stress?



Media literacy is the only way forward. One needs to create an interConceptually, schools are a competnal locus that gives children the itive space — look at annual days or empowerment to filter what media sports days. Competition itself is they consume and how they not an issue, because it also process it, so that they themprepares the child for various selves are able to minimise Head challenges in the future. The the damage. Films have to difference between an averglamourised smoking, which Head age competition and realiis remarkably more harmty TV is the scale of the ful than a child particiaudience. If a child dances We need strong pating in a reality TV a particular way or imitates guidelines about show. Similarly, children an adult, it is because of how children are can be trained to absorb the vulgar content avail- treated in the violence in the films. able. Would you stop the entertainment There is a need for child from dancing or stop industry as well strong guidelines regardthe vulgar content? ing the duration of shootas an element of Additionally, knowing self-regulation ing, the breaks child those dance movements and governance actors get and even what and not exhibiting them is should or should not be not the end of the problem, said around a child. For because the child has already example, if a child actor is strugimbibed that. The cycle is never-endgling with stress, there should be ing. For this, we need strong guideenough assistance available to him lines about how children are treated or her to cope with it. Parents, too, in the entertainment industry as well should be made aware of the stress as an element of self-regulation and children face. They may be finicky governance. There will always be conabout a child’s grades, but we don’t tent available that is unsuitable for hear a call to ban all examinations. children. Parents and educators need Instead, we need a better, more to train children to cope with this betevolved framework.
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Facebook to build housing in Silicon Valley for first time



Uber lawsuit: Larry Page told to answer questions



DAVID INGRAM



Alphabet Chief Executive Officer Larry Page was ordered to submit to questioning by Uber Technologies in his company’s lawsuit over trade secrets for self-driving car technology. Uber’s lawyers want to question Page in their defence against the allegations the ridehailing company stole technology central to the development of autonomous vehicles by Alphabet’s Waymo unit. Waymo argued the deposition of Page was unnecessary and intrusive, but a San Francisco federal magistrate judge said Friday he can be questioned for as long as four hours. “Larry Page has first-hand non-repetitive knowledge of relevant facts,” US Magistrate Judge Jacqueline Scott Corley wrote. Uber plans to ask Page about a one-on-one meeting with Anthony Levandowski, the engineer at the centre of the legal battle. Levandowski and Page purportedly discussed Levandowski’s desire to build self-driving trucks either at Alphabet or by creating his own company, according to a court filing made by Uber. Levandowski later left Waymo to create Otto, the self-driving trucking company that Uber purchased for $680 million in stock. Waymo alleges that Uber stole trade secrets when Levandowski downloaded 14,000 files to his personal



San Francisco, 8 July



T



he shortage of housing in California’s Silicon Valley has gotten so severe that Facebook on Friday proposed taking homebuilding into its own hands for the first time with a plan to construct 1,500 units near its headquarters. The growth of Facebook, Alphabet’s Google and other tech companies has strained neighbourhoods in the San Francisco Bay area that were not prepared for an influx of tens of thousands of workers during the past decade. Home prices and commute times have risen. Tech companies have responded with measures such as internet-equipped buses for employees with long commutes. Facebook has offered at least $10,000 in incentives to workers who move closer to its offices. Those steps, though, have not reduced complaints that tech companies are making communities unaffordable, and they have mostly failed to address the area’s housing shortage. “The problem with Silicon Valley is you don’t have enough supply to keep up with the demand,” said Sam Khater, deputy chief economist at real estate research firm CoreLogic.



With Facebook’s construction plan, the company said it wanted to invest in Menlo Park, the city some 45 miles (72 km) south of San Francisco where it moved in 2011. The company said it wants to build a “village” that will also have 1.75 million square feet of office space and 125,000 square feet of retail space. “Part of our vision is to create a neighbourhood centre that provides long-needed community services,” John Tenanes, Facebook’s vice president for global facilities, said in a statement. The 1,500 Facebook housing units would be open to anyone, not just employees, and 15 per cent of them would be offered at below market rates, the company said. Facebook said it expects the review process to take two years. Alphabet has taken a smaller step, buying 300 modular apartment units for short-term employee housing, the Wall Street Journal reported last month. Menlo Park Mayor Kirsten Keith said in an interview that there were concerns about whether the Facebook plan would increase traffic, a subject the city’s planning department would study. She said, though, that Facebook’s plan fits with the city’s own long-term plan for



(Above and right) Architectural rendering of Facebook’s proposed Willow Campus is seen in Menlo REUTERS Park, California



development, and that the city was excited about the additional housing. Facebook’s Tenanes said the density of the proposed development could also entice spending on transit projects. “The region’s failure to continue to invest in our transportation infrastructure alongside growth has led to congestion and delay,” he said. REUTERS



ERIC NEWCOMER 8 July



A file photo of Larry Page, whose Alphabet has alleged in a REUTERS lawsuit that Uber stole its self-driving car technology



computer and then joined Uber to lead the start-up’s driverless car programme. Uber fired Levandowski in late May. He has invoked his constitutional right against self-incrimination and has refused to testify in the case, hindering Uber’s ability to defend itself against Waymo’s claims. Earlier Friday, Waymo narrowed its case against Uber by dropping three of four patentinfringement claims in the lawsuit. Travis Kalanick, who resigned as Uber’s chief executive officer in June, wanted to meet with Page in March 2015 to discuss a “proper partnership,” according to an email Kalanick sent at the time. But Kalanick said at the time that Page had been “avoiding any meeting with me.” Uber also wants to question



Tesla’s stock selloff messes up Elon Musk’s big week



France steps up efforts to lure London banks to Paris



DANA HULL



JEAN-BAPTISTE VEY



whether Musk can smoothly ramp up to building hundreds of thousands of cars annually, from the roughly 84,000 built last year. Musk himself seems to have dialled back his expectations. The chief executive officer tweeted this week that Tesla was planning to hand over the keys to the first 30 owners of the Model 3 on July 28, produce 100 of the cars in August, more than 1,500 in September and 20,000 in December.



8 July



This was supposed to be Elon Musk’s big week, capped by Tesla’s first Model 3 sedan rolling off the assembly line. Instead, shares that had been riding high in anticipation of his most consequential car yet are poised for their worst week in almost a year and a half. A troublesome quarterly sales report, the emergence of competing electric vehicles from the likes of Volvo Car Group and lingering concern about Tesla’s ability to mass produce have sent its stock down 13 per cent this week. Modest gains in Friday trading still have left the shares on course for their steepest weekly drop since February 2016, and Tesla’s market value has dropped back below General Motors. This week’s worries put a damper on the arrival of the linchpin to Musk’s growth ambitions. For Tesla, bringing out Model 3 and becoming more of a mass-market carmaker will require overcoming the routine manufacturing issues that have handicapped output of batteries or Model X sport utility vehicles. And socalled legacy automakers have sent a clear signal they won’t go down without a fight — Volvo underscored this by announcing all of its new mod-



A troublesome quarterly sales report, the emergence of competing electric vehicles and lingering concern about Tesla’s ability to mass produce have sent its stock down 13 per cent this week



els will have hybrid or fully electric powertrains from 2019. “Tesla still faces a lot of challenges,” said Michelle Krebs, a senior analyst at Autotrader. The company “needs to focus on quality over speed as they ramp up the Model 3. The Volvo announcement drove home the fact that Tesla is going to face more competition.” The first blow to Tesla stock came just after regular trading stopped ahead of the July 4 holiday. The Palo Alto, Californiabased posted a quarter-byquarter drop for both the Model S sedan and Model X SUV for the three months ending in June. Musk needs revenue from both to keep funding the costly introduction of the



REUTERS



Model 3 and get production to levels that could put Tesla on course for profits that have mostly eluded the company. Delivery issues Tesla issued an update to its deliveries figures on Friday to add that about 3,500 vehicles were in transit to customers at the end of the second quarter, detail that was missing from its initial statement Monday. The company said those cars will count toward its third-quarter tally. Within its sales report, Tesla cited issues with making 100 kWh batteries, a disclosure analysts have said should have been made earlier. The surprise snag reinforced doubts about



‘Hell-bent’ That’s well below the 100,000 to 200,000 Model 3s that Musk said in May 2016 was Tesla’s goal for the second half of this year. On the same earnings call last year that the CEO gave that forecast, Musk said Tesla was “going to be hell-bent on becoming the best manufacturer on earth.” In addition to execution risk, competitive threats have dragged on Tesla shares. On Wednesday, Volvo said it planned to electrify its entire lineup and have five models powered entirely by batteries in its lineup by 2021. The Swedish carmaker owned by China-based Geely Automobile Holdings underscored that Tesla will soon have more competition coming from major carmakers, Barclays analyst Brian Johnson said. BLOOMBERG



imposing additional burden on businesses, compared to European rivals. Germany has said it is looking at making it French authorities on Friday stepped up efforts easier to hire and fire senior bankers in a relaxto attract London banks to Paris after Brexit by ation of its labour laws to help to attract financial pledging to cut labour costs and ensure they do firms to Frankfurt. not face tougher regulations than European President Emmanuel Macron, a former rivals. investment banker, has a hard task to convince There is fierce competition between Paris, the investment community that France does Frankfurt and other European cities to woo the not see the financial sector as an “enemy” - a banks based in the City of London financial cen- phrase once used by former socialist President tre as they consider where to shift some opera- Francois Hollande. tions to maintain access to the European Union’s As part of the charm offensive, France has single market after Britain leaves the bloc. pledged to build three more international schools Until now, Paris’ rivals, including targeted at expatriates’ children in Frankfurt, Dublin and Luxembourg, There is fierce the greater Paris region by 2022. have been making the headlines as competition In a trip to New York last month, the locations banks, insurers and between Paris, Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire asset managers have chosen to open Frankfurt and said France would set up a special new hubs. other European court to handle English-law cases “We are determined to make cities to woo the for financial contracts after Britain Paris more competitive and attrac- banks based in leaves the EU. For his part, Philippe tive,” Prime Minister Edouard the City of London will next week give a speech to Philippe said, announcing that the bankers at a conference in Paris, government would scrap the highest bracket of where the chief executive of US investment bank payroll tax for firms like banks that do not pay JP Morgan Jamie Dimon is expected to attend, VAT, and cancel a planned extension of tax on according to the agenda on the event’s website. share trading. It would also make sure that The European Central Bank said on June 30 bankers’ bonuses are no longer taken into that banks should step up their Brexit preparaaccount when labour courts decide on unfair tions, while the Bank of England wants details of dismissal compensation. financial firms’ contingency plans by July 14. The payroll tax France charges banks and But Britain is also pushing for a Brexit deal some other sectors such as real estate and health that would allow UK-based finance firms to concare is a charge that companies pay on each tinue to operate relatively freely in the EU after salaried employee. It is not levied in most other March 2019, when Brexit is due to take effect. European countries. Tax was a big concern for “We are confident that plans to lower corLondon bankers at a roadshow organised by a poration tax to 17 per cent by 2020, (and) a comFrench finance industry lobby in February this mitment to boost national infrastructure and year to promote Paris as a financial centre. developing trading relationships with new Philippe also pledged to review and change international partners in the coming years will on a case-by-case basis the way EU financial ensure that London remains a world-leading regulations are transposed into French law, say- financial hub,” the City of London said in a ing France had sometimes gone too far by statement on Friday. REUTERS Paris, 8 July



How to mimic George Clooney’s motorcycle adventure through Spain JEREMY TAYLOR



BLOOMBERG/CASAMIGOS TEQUILA



8 July



we are going—we just get up in the morning and hit the road.”



He’s one of Hollywood’s best known faces — so how does superstar George Clooney keep a low profile on holiday? The two-time Oscar winner is perhaps the subject of twice the normal scrutiny, now that he and wife Amal are proud parents of twins. Fortunately, Clooney has already found the perfect way to stay under the radar: When he needs to escape the smell of diapers and baby food, the 56-year-old can pull on a motorcycle helmet and dark glasses and head for the highway. Riding alongside with him on long summer trips for the past few summers has been longtime friend Rande Gerber. The pair founded tequila business Casamigos together (which was recently sold in a billion-dollar deal) and share neighbouring holiday homes in Mexico. In the past they’ve toured their Harley-Davidsons across America, cruised the Dolomite mountain range in Italy, and explored Corsica. Gerber, who is married to former supermodel Cindy Crawford and runs a bar and restaurant empire, explained: “Sometimes we ride for 15 hours a day. We never know where



An old-school route “Our aim is to find the road less travelled. George is pretty old-school, so we just pack a map and don’t switch on the satellite navigation. With a helmet on, people have no idea who we are.” Despite the patter of multiple feet, Gerber says the arrival of twins won’t prevent his friend from getting on a bike again. “It’s cast in stone. We’ve discussed him being a dad, and nothing stops the ride.” Top of the pair’s tour list this summer is Spain. Gerber and Clooney have been poring over maps to find the best routes. “We thought we should check out Andalusia because of the mountain roads and passes. The day usually ends in a bar, drinkGeorge Clooney and Rande Gerber on a prior bike trip through Mexico ing with the locals.” To help the celebrity duo find their way, I packed off to Spain with planet — but what about the rest of gation, far easier to read on the road my friend Ian Smith—who happily us? Harley-Davidson’s Authorized than George’s map. The process is almost the same as played George Clooney to my Rande Tours allow riders to rent bikes at Gerber. I’m not a Hollywood A-lister, more than 200 of their showrooms hiring a car, although riders need the and he’s in IT, but we do know how to around the world. appropriate motorcycle license. Bikers can choose from the com- (Health insurance might be advisride a motorcycle. pany’s latest range of machines, some able, considering the state of some Where to start equipped with Bluetooth audio for Spanish roads.) Clooney and Co have enough money the long road ahead. The most expenClooney and Gerber are set to start to fly their bikes anywhere on the sive models even have satellite navi- their summer break in Málaga, home



of the Picasso Museum, where Harley-Davidson runs a flagship store. When I get there, assistant Jose Maria had our bikes ready to go. We opted for a Heritage Softail Classic and a Road King—retro models designed for cool touring. Each has two leather panniers, and there’s room on the empty pillion seat to strap on a further bag. Once we established that Cindy Crawford isn’t coming, I load up, and we head off into Spanish rush-hour traffic. Ride through the mountains Despite their plans for a freestyle adventure, the Clooney gang know they’ll be heading north from Málaga. That will take them away from the busy A7 coastal highway that used to be called the “Road to Hell” because the traffic was so dangerous. The A7000 northeast of Málaga to Colmenar is biker heaven. A series of sweeping corners that cuts across the centre of the Málaga Mountains National Park, the road is punctuated by countless viewpoints and jawdropping vistas of the Mediterranean. There are no major towns here, just breathtaking scenery, the smell of gorse and wild poppies, and the occasional horse and cart to slow your progress. For a low-key stay, Clooney will



likely head for the hills and a hotel such as La Bobadilla (from $170 a night)—about halfway to Granada. It’s the kind of retreat where a publicity-shy superstar can really get away from it all. Palm trees, spa treatments, and roomy suits with a private terraces to unwind and consider the next film script. La Bobadilla is tucked away in more than 1,000-acres of olive groves, near Loja. The sense of arrival when you finally pull up on the cobbled square outside is palpable — only the grumbling of our engines disturbs the peace. City biking The Ocean’s 11 star can make a day trip east from here to visit the Alhambra, the iconic Moorish palace named a Unesco World Heritage Site in the heart of the ancient city of Granada. He will have to dodge the obstacle course of cafés and souvenir shops en route—plus the throng of 6,600 people who pass through the hilltop spectacular every day. The next day, my road partner and I rose early to avoid the heat and set off due west, toward La Roda de Andalusia. The roads here are faster as we cross the southern plains, passing no-nonsense towns and the occasional vineyard. BLOOMBERG



Page about his work on “side ventures” that may compete directly with Google, the company said. “Indeed, Page himself engages in a competing business,” Uber wrote. That probably refers to Page’s flying car companies. Page’s deposition could help explain the deterioration of the relationship between Uber and Alphabet. The search engine company’s venture capital firm is a major investor in Uber and the two companies were once close. In August 2013, Google Ventures, now called GV, invested $258 million in Uber at a valuation of about $3.5 billion. David Drummond, Alphabet’s senior vicepresident, previously sat on Uber’s board. Drummond is also being compelled to submit to a deposition in the case. BLOOMBERG



Mosul victory imminent as Islamic State lines collapse STEPHEN KALIN & MAHER CHMAYTELLI Mosul/Erbil, Iraq, 8 July



Iraqi security forces expect to take full control of Mosul within hours as Islamic State’s defensive lines crumble in its former de facto capital in Iraq, military commanders said on Saturday. Dozens of soldiers celebrated amid the rubble on the banks of the Tigris river without waiting for a formal victory declaration, some dancing to music blaring out from a truck and firing machineguns into the air, a Reuters correspondent said. The mood was less festive, however, among some of the nearly one million Mosul residents displaced by months of combat, many of whom are living in camps outside the city with little respite from the blazing summer heat. “If there is no rebuilding and people don’t return to their homes and regain their belongings, what is the meaning of liberation?” Mohammed Haji Ahmed, 43, a clothing trader, told Reuters in the Hassan Sham camp to the east of Mosul. “We are seeing now the last metres (yards) and then final victory will be announced,” a television presenter said, citing the channel’s correspondents embedded with security forces fighting in Islamic State’s (IS) redoubt in the Old City of Mosul, by the Tigris. “It’s a matter of hours,” she said. A US-led international coalition is providing air and ground support to the eightmonth campaign to wrest back Mosul, by far the largest city seized by Islamic State in 2014. Almost exactly three years ago, the ultra-hardline group’s leader Abu Bakr alBaghdadi declared from Mosul a “caliphate” over adjoining parts of Iraq and Syria. A military spokesman cited by the TV said the insurgents’ defence lines were collapsing. Iraqi commanders say the militants were fighting for every metre with snipers, grenades and suicide bombers, forcing security forces to fight house-to-house in the densely populated maze of narrow alleyways. Dozens of insurgents were killed on Saturday and others tried to escape by swimming across Tigris, state TV said. “The battle has reached the phase of chasing the insurgents in remaining blocks,” the Iraqi military media office said in a statement. “Some members of Daesh have surrendered,” it added. REUTERS
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N FROM THE G20 SUMMIT N



Jobs, climate, steel highlight Trump’s effect on the G20



Ivanka Trump sat in for her father at the G20 leaders’ table



US President wins in push for tougher language on steel capacity



Donald Trump’s daughter, Ivanka, took his seat at a Group of 20 meeting table in Hamburg, sitting in for the president when he stepped away for one-on-one meetings with world leaders. A photo on Twitter shows Ivanka Trump sitting at her father’s place, between Chinese President Xi Jinping and British Prime Minister Theresa May. One official who was watching the session said she has taken her father’s place at the table on at least two occasions today and did not speak. A spokesman for Ivanka Trump said she had been sitting in the back of the room and then briefly joined the main table when the president stepped out. The president of the World Bank addressed the meeting, which was about African migration and health — areas that would benefit from a facility that Ivanka Trump and the World Bank had announced shortly before the meeting, the spokesman said. G-20 leaders are allowed to bring staff into the room for some of the meetings, and when other leaders stepped out during today’s session, their seats were briefly filled by others. Ivanka Trump serves as an unpaid adviser to her father, as an assistant to the president. REUTERS But her presence at the table is the sort of Ivanka Trump at the G20 summit blurring of lines — between family and official business — that Donald Trump is often criti- #G20 table as he leaves for bilateral meetings”. Earlier in the day, Ivanka Trump took part cised for, and it would be unusual for world leaders to have family members take their in a World Bank event on a fund for women place at their table. Later in the meeting, entrepreneurs that she is actively involved Trump’s wife, Melania, joined the US delega- in. The president praised her work on the tion in the room while the president was in fund at the event. “I’m very proud of my daughter Ivanka, the chair. Seated at other seats nearby Ivanka Trump always have been from day one. I have to tell were German Chancellor Angela Merkel and you that, from day one,” Donald Trump said. “If she weren’t my daughter it’d be so much Turkey’s Recip Tayyip Erdogan. The photo was tweeted by the Russian sher- easier for her. It might be the only bad thing pa to the 20, Svetlana Lukash, who wrote that she has going if you want to know the truth.” BLOOMBERG Ivanka Trump “replaces Pres Trump at the



JOSH WINGROVE & JOHN FOLLAIN 8 July



CRAIG GORDON 8 July



Protesters march through Hamburg following night of looting



D



onald Trump’s debut Group of 20 summit yielded a concluding statement covered with the US president’s fingerprints. While the meeting was marred by clashes and vandalism in protests throughout Hamburg, inside the summit venue leaders largely avoided the incendiary — striking a deal on trade while agreeing to disagree on climate. Here are the main points of the 2017 G-20 communique, as seen by Bloomberg News: Trade The leaders will “continue to fight protectionism including all unfair trade practices and recognise the role of legitimate trade defence instruments in this regard.” All countries but the US will hail the first part of that phrase — the anti-protectionism pledge — while Trump may have a wider definition of “legitimate” trade measures than his peers. Leaders also noted the need for “reciprocal and mutually advantageous trade,” evoking dealmaker Trump’s transactional view of the world. Steel Leaders committed to “rapidly develop concrete policy solutions that reduce steel excess capacity” and called on members of a global forum on steel — struck up at last year’s G20 in China — to “fulfill their commitments on enhanced information sharing” within one month. The tougher language is a policy victory for Trump as he considers new tariffs and quotas on US steel imports. Climate The US “announced it will immediately cease the implementation of its current nationally-determined contribution and affirms its strong commitment to an approach that lowers emissions while supporting economic growth and improving energy security needs.” While leaders “take note” of the US decision to pull out of the Paris Agreement, all but Trump “agree that the Paris Agreement is irreversible.” Global economy “We will continue to use all policy tools — monetary, fiscal and structural — individually and collectively to achieve our



PATRICK DONAHUE 8 July



Thousands of Group of 20 protesters marched peacefully through Hamburg on the final day of the summit, the largest demonstration yet at an event marred by looting, rioting and running street battles between black-clad anarchists and armoured police with water cannon. The Saturday gathering, which began near the main train station, had a carnivalesque atmosphere, with music on several stages. Protesters waved colourful banners with insignia for Germany’s anti-capitalist Left party, Turkish and Kurdish goal of strong, sustainable, balanced and inclusive growth, while enhancing economic and financial resilience.” This wasn’t contentious and is in line with previous G20 statements. The 1% “We recognise that the benefits of international trade and investment have not been shared widely enough. We need to better enable our people to seize the opportunities and benefits of economic globalisation.”



dissident groups, and labour and environmental organisations. Police estimated about 20,000 turned out for the “Solidarity Without Borders” demonstration, which denounces G-20 leaders as being responsible for a “humanitarian and social disaster.” Organisers said some 76,000 turned out. The peaceful demonstration stood in stark contrast to the violence of recent days that brought condemnation from German Chancellor Angela Merkel and others in her government. Peter Altmaier, her chief of staff, characterised the riots in Germany’s second-largest city This section mirrors tougher language used in the G-7 statement in May and reflects Trump’s insistence that trade must be “fair” as well as free. WTO “We underline the crucial role of the rules-based international trading system” including importance of “WTO-consistent” bilateral pacts. This is win for the Europeans, who insisted on recognition of the WTO in the face of Trump administration scepticism of the multi-



Trump says he still plans to visit London JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS, GLENN THRUSH & MELISSA EDDY



(Top) People take part in a demonstration during the G20 summit; (above) a store damaged after demonstrations REUTERS



Hamburg, 8 July



as “terror.” "The left extremist terror in Hamburg was disgusting and lateral trading regime. Migration “We emphasise the sovereign right of states to manage and control their borders and in this regard to establish policies in their own national interests and national security, as well as the importance that repatriation and reintegration of migrants who are not eligible to remain be safe and humane.” This again is tougher language that is a nod to efforts by



as bad as terror by right-wing extremists and Islamists," Altmaier posted on Twitter. Trump — though not only Trump — to tighten borders. Women For the first time, G20 leaders agreed that “enhanced equal access” for men and women to property, employment and financial services “are fundamental for achieving gender equality and full realisation of their rights.” Leaders also agreed that “more needs to be done” to cut the labour-force participation gender gap. BLOOMBERG



A day after a closely watched meeting with President Vladimir V Putin of Russia, President Trump on Saturday said he was working with Prime Minister Theresa May of Britain on a date to visit London, after the two held what he called “tremendous talks” on trade. “Nothing’s easy,” Trump said of the gathering on Saturday as he complimented its host, Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany, who has been toiling to bridge the gap between the United States and other nations, for handling the challenge “so professionally.”



While Trump abhors mul- London, since Mayor Sadiq tilateral trade agreements, he Khan has asked him to stay is enthusiastic about the away and there has been conbilateral sort. He said that he cern about huge protests and the British prime minis- should he appear, the presiter had developed a dent confirmed he “very special” rela- Mayor of London still planned to vistionship and were Sadiq Khan has it. at work on “a very asked him to “I will be going powerful” trade stay away and to London,” he told agreement that there has been reporters. could be completed concern about Further details “very, very quickly.” huge protests on the timing and It is not clear should he circumstances of what the president appear the visit were not meant about the immediately availtiming, since the two sides able. The White House and cannot complete such an Downing Street had earlier agreement until after Britain dismissed news reports that leaves the European Union, in Trump was considering a March 2019 at the soonest, quick visit to Britain on his most experts say. way back to the United States Amid speculation about from the G20 meeting. whether Trump would visit ©2017 The New York Times News Service



Contract dispute: Apple fires back at supplier Pyongyang Threat: US bombers ADAM SATARIANO 8 July



When the iPhone supplier Imagination Technologies Group announced in April that Apple would no longer be using its graphics technology, investors in the small UK company were shocked. The graphics provider’s stock collapsed more than 60 per cent. But while investors were caught off guard by the move, Apple said Imagination had known for nearly two years that it was winding down the relationship. Apple first informed Imagination in late 2015 that it would no longer be buying the UK company’s latest technology, Apple said in a statement to Bloomberg. It continued using its older systems. By 2016, Apple said it told Imagination it was further



diminishing the relationship by initiating a clause in its contact that allows Apple to pay a lower royalty rate for using a smaller amount of intellectual property. By February of this year, Apple said it told Imagination it was ending the relationship altogether and would no longer be making any royalty payments as early as 2018. Apple’s statement clashes with Imagination’s time line of events. On a conference call with investors this week, Imagination CEO Andrew Heath said the company was informed by Apple at the end of March “that they were certain” that products to be released in 2018 or early 2019 will no longer use Imagination’s intellectual property. Apple said Imagination had known for longer that the relationship was ending. “We



began working with Imagination in 2007 and stopped accepting new IP from them in 2015,” Apple said. “After lengthy discussions we advised them on February 9 that we expected to wind down our licensing agreement since we need unique and differentiating IP for our products. We valued our past relationship and wanted to give them as much notice as possible to adapt their future plans.” Imagination’s shares fell as much as 8 per cent in London trading. The company said it disclosed the change of its relationship with Apple on April 3 “when it had sufficient clarity on Apple’s position.” Imagination said it struck a multi-year licensing agreement with Apple in February 2014 that carried confidentiality clauses preventing it from commenting. “Imagination



has commercial discussions all the time with all of its customers, including Apple,” Imagination said. The timing of Imagination’s disclosure about losing Apple’s business will “almost certainly” be reviewed by government regulators, said Tim Aron, a barrister who specialises in financial law. “The overriding obligation is to inform the public as soon as possible in the event it holds information that may be relevant to the share price,” Aron said. Apple’s accusations escalate a dispute with a supplier that has relied on its business for about 50 per cent of its revenue. The two companies have worked together since the first iPhone was released in 2007, but now Apple is developing new graphics technology by itself. BLOOMBERG



conduct drill in South Korea HEEJIN KIM 8 July



Two US strategic bombers led a joint military exercise in South Korea on Saturday in response to this week’s launch by North Korea of an intercontinental ballistic missile capable of striking Alaska. The B-1B Lancers, deployed from the US base in Guam, conducted an air-tosurface firing drill in Gangwon province, near the border with North Korea, the US Air Force said in a statement. They were joined by South Korean F-15 and US F-16 fighter jets. The mission was in response to the “increasingly escalatory actions” by North Korea including the fir-



ing of an ICBM, the Pacific Air Forces said. North Korea’s first confirmed test of an intermediate-range ballistic missile is becoming a key test of President Donald Trump’s vow to stop Pyongyang’s weapons programs. US offi-



cials said this week the weapon could be capable of flying as far as 5,500 km, enough to put Alaska within the range of an attack. While the response by the US military is to a certain extent a show of force, the firing drill was unusual, according to



Koh Yu-Hwan, a professor of North Korean studies at Dongguk University. “The revealing of the drill by bombers is saber-rattling by South Korea and the US against the launch of the ICBM,” Koh said. “This time, the bombers carried out a firing drill, which is unusual.” The drill was aimed at precision strikes against core military facilities of the enemy, including a launch pad for a ballistic missile, according to a South Korean Air Force statement. On their way to return to the Guam base, the US bombers joined Japanese fighter jets and carried out a drill over the East China Sea, the US said. BLOOMBERG



China’s largest gaming company revs up its overseas expansion LULU YILUN CHEN 8 July



Tencent Holdings is preparing to roll out smashhit Honour of Kings to the US and Western Europe from as early as September, introducing its single most profitable mobile game to millions of new players beyond China, people familiar with the matter said. China’s largest internet media company is accelerating the global rollout of the blockbuster title to diversify its revenue base, the people said. The company, best known for its WeChat messaging service, aims to build on the success of a title that may account for a majority of its smartphone gaming revenue this year. Tencent may also be trying to create a truly global title to stand beside foreign acquisitions



Honour of Kings



League of Legends and Clash of Clans. The selfdeveloped Honour of Kings, in which players hack and slash their way through battle arenas,



has been gradually introduced to select markets beyond China, such as Turkey and Thailand. Now it will also launch in the US, France, Italy, Spain and Germany, the people said. Those versions of the title are expected to incorporate local touches: some of the existing international takes let players assume the mantle of Van Helsing or Batman for instance, in a tie-up with Warner Bros. Interactive and DC Entertainment. Tencent’s already renamed the app Strike of Kings in many non-Chinese markets. The Shenzhen-based company declined to comment. The game is free to download and generates revenue from users who buy upgrades to improve their odds in battle. Taking Honour of Kings to more foreign markets furthers Tencent’s ambition of



spreading its footprint beyond China, while fortifying an industry dominance it bought with Supercell Oy and Riot Games. The move would also help the company shed its reliance on a home market where regulatory sentiment often proves unpredictable. The company came under fire this week after the Chinese government’s premier newspaper blasted Honour of Kings for cultivating addiction and harming children in the pursuit of profit. The game has so far been instrumental in propelling Tencent’s results and propping up its status as one of China’s two largest corporations, the other being fellow internet giant Alibaba Group Holding. Thomas Chong, an analyst at BOC International, estimates that Honour of Kings will contribute more than 50 per cent of Tencent’s smartphone game



revenue this year, and that it recorded monthly gross revenue of as much as $441 million in April alone. The company has already unveiled different overseas versions for Honour of Kings, for instance in Hong Kong via Sea Ltd’s Garena. In Turkey, the game has been ranked among the top 10 highest-grossing apps in past weeks, according to App Annie. It’s also distributed in Thailand, South Korea and Taiwan. Expanding its corps of foreign players may also help cushion the impact of potential local crackdowns. The company has been trying to tame the crisis ignited by an editorial in the People’s Daily, creating a system to protect juveniles from addiction. It’s also pledged to limit playing time for Chinese users below the age of 18. BLOOMBERG
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Which way will the Opposition sway in the President’s election? Where will the Opposition suffer the biggest haemorrhage in the next few weeks? Evidence suggests that massive cross-voting will take place in the election for the President within the socialist parivar, specifically in the Samajwadi Party. The fault lines are like this: Mulayam Singh Yadav has already declared he likes Ram Nath Kovind, the ruling National Democratic Alliance’s candidate. He said Kovind was a decent man and the Bharatiya Janata Party had named a fine person to become the next President of India. His deputy, Shivpal Yadav, has begun working to sound out party Assembly members and persuade them to vote for Kovind. On the other hand, Mulayam Singh Yadav’s son, Akhilesh Yadav, is all for Meira Kumar. He has told party Assembly members in his camp that Opposition unity is sacrosanct and must be maintained at all costs. Which way will the Opposition wind blow on July 17? PM honours Indian war veteran, Jaswant Singh’s father omitted During his Israel visit, Prime Minister Narendra Modi honoured Major Dalpat Singh from the Jodhpur Lancers, who had got a Military Cross for his role in winning Haifa in World War I. Oddly, another participant in the battle was not mentioned at all. That is ailing Bharatiya Janata Party leader Jaswant Singh's father, Thakur Sardar Singh Rathore, who fought in the same war. The battle of Haifa paved the way for the victory of the British Army and 30 years later for the creation of Israel.



DID THEY REALLY SAY THAT?



CHECKLIST



INCIDENTS OF COMMUNAL VIOLENCE IN WEST BENGAL IN 2016 Kaliachak: Comments made by Hindu Mahasabha leader Kamlesh Tiwari against Prophet Muhammad on December 2, 2015, sparked a riot. Protesters set about two dozen vehicles on fire, attacked the Kaliachak police station and torched several homes in the area. Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee insisted that the violence was not due to a communal conflict but a clash between the Border Security Force and locals. Ilambazar: An abusive Facebook post against Prophet Muhammad caused a riot in March. A police station was damaged, one person died and three were critically injured in the conflict between police and the Muslim community.



How does carrying out one's responsibilities amount to being an agent of a political party? Puducherry Governor Kiran Bedi on Twitter, after the Congress charged her with carrying out the Centre’s agenda against an elected Congress government, on July 6.



Hazinagar: In October, a Muharram procession and a group going to submerge a Durga idol crossed paths. An eyewitness said: “There were clashes at a market and several shops were ransacked by a mob. A bike was set on fire and people hurled burning tires at



each other. There were also stone-pelting and bomb explosions.” The clash left several people injured; homes, shops and four vehicles were either ransacked or set on fire. Dhulagarh: A procession celebrating Prophet Muhammad’s birth anniversary caused tension, which was controlled by the police. But violence recurred the next day. Homes were set on fire and shops looted. The police said mobs were carrying bombs and they had to use tear gas shells. Twenty five people were arrested. Jalangi: Rumours of beef being found in a temple led to communal tensions. West Midnapore: Two communities clashed in the Gola Bazar area of Kharagpur on Dashami, leading to imposition of curfew. The incident took place when an effigy of Ravana was being prepared to be set on fire and a Muharram procession was passing through the area.



OPINION NARENDRA MODI



A CA’s signature is more powerful than that of a PM Friends, chartered accountants are like ambassadors of any country’s economic system. Your work is like that of an interface between the government and the tax-paying companies and individuals. Your signature is more powerful than that of a prime minister. Your signature is a testimony to the trust in the truth. Companies may be small or big. However, if you certify their books of account, then the government believes in that, people of the country believe in that. And have you ever thought that once you have signed a balance sheet then no one questions the balance sheet of that company; files are not held up after that? Friends, a new chapter begins after that. Today, I’ve come here to showcase that new life to you people. If you certify the account books of a company then the government officers trust in your assessment. The company grows, it flourishes and you people also grow, flourish with that. However, the matter doesn’t end there. When you people certify the balance sheet of a company and when the details are placed before the public; when an old person invests his savings in a mutual fund; a poor widow invests her savings of the entire month in the share market, if, the correct situation of a company is not revealed, facts are concealed; and when the real position is exposed then not only that company sinks, the life of that poor widow sinks, too, that old person’s life, too, is devastated. They invest their lifetime savings only on the basis of just one signature of yours. Hence, I appeal to you, I appeal to all of you because 125 crore people of India have faith in your signature. Never ever break their trust, don’t let anyone even doubt that. If you feel deep down in your hearts that trust has been breached, then please come forward, please take initiative to restore that trust. The first of July, the date of your foundation, gives you another opportunity to restore that faith. I invite you, I have come here to invite you people to join in this festival to celebrate integrity. Please look at the importance of your work and then choose your path. You yourself will realise the pride that the society will have in you. Friends, there are different definitions for the term “tax return”. However, I feel that whatever taxes are collected by a government have those taxes have been utilised in the development of the country or not? This is the “tax return”. It plays an important role in curbing inflation. It provides a gas connection to a lady, who has used wood for cooking food all her life. This fund is used in giving old-age pension to those whose children shirked their responsibility of looking after them. This money is used in providing self-employment to the youth, who works hard throughout the day so that he can attend evening classes to complete his education. This money is being used in providing affordable medicines to those poor people who don’t have money for their treatment, who can’t afford to take a break from their work despite illness lest their children go to bed without a meal. The money collected through taxes is being used for those brave soldiers, who risk their lives on the border to protect us. This money is being used in providing electricity to those households that don’t have electricity supply even after 70 years of independence. Not a single bulb was ever illuminated in their homes; they have been living without electricity. What could be a greater service than helping the country’s poor in providing what is due to them! You could have never imagined that how just one signature of yours can help the poor people of this country. Chartered accountants have an extremely important role in the success and proper implementation of the laws recently passed by the government, particularly the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. Under this code, when a company has been declared bankrupt, then its control will be passed on to an insolvency practitioner. Chartered accountants can start a new career in this field by becoming insolvency practitioners. This is a new avenue opened by the government for you people. However, whichever path you people choose today, in that path, the term CA should mean charter and accuracy, compliance and authenticity. Can’t you help in providing a transparent and corruptionfree system for the country? What will you say? Will you look at the number of the people that you saved from paying taxes? Or will you look at the number of people that were encouraged by you to lead honest lives by paying taxes? You will have to decide on this. You set a target for yourself that how many people you will bring into the mainstream by honestly paying taxes. Who can be a better judge than you yourself to set a target for this task? Please also think how you can expand the role of technology in your profession. What could be the role of forensic science in the field of chartered accountancy, how to use that, how to cater to that, if possible you should also set targets for these things, too. Friends, I have one more expectation from you since you can do it. I fail to understand why you lag behind. Friends, there are four highly respected audit firms in the world and top companies and institutions entrust these four firms with their audit work. These are called big four. We are nowhere in these big four. You are capable of it and there is no dearth of talent either. All of my friends, can you set a target for yourself if India were to gain respect in the world then when India will celebrate 75 years of its independence in 2022, then we will convert these big four into big eight? And out of those big eight, four big firms will belong to the people who are sitting here before me. Friends, this is our dream. And it’s not difficult given the reputation and professionalism of our firms. Edited excerpt from Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s address on the foundation day of Institute of Chartered Accountants in India in New Delhi on July 1



to dilute the charges during court proceedings. Hence, we needed to suggest a solution for this social problem. But doesn’t this initiative lack legal sanctity?



ILLUSTRATION: BINAY SINHA



Existing laws are insufficient to curb mob lynching and people convicted of such crimes should get life imprisonment, senior Supreme Court advocate SANJAY HEGDE, who has worked on a new draft Bill, the Manav Suraksha Kanoon (Masuka), tells Amit Agnihotri.



‘This Bill, along with public pressure, will force legislators to act’ You have been instrumental in drafting a new law to curb mob lynching. What made you do this?



This is a private citizen’s attempt to handle the whole aspect of lynching as there are several loopholes in the existing laws. The draft law aims to punish the perpetrators and instigators of such incidents, provide compensation and speedy justice to the victims and fix accountability of those in administrative positions, who allow such incidents to happen. For instance, policemen in an area. There is no reason why lynching cannot be prosecuted under current Indian law. Murder



in any form, whether by a lone killer or a seething mob, falls within under Section 302 of the Indian Penal Code. But why a new law?



We have laws to deal with cases of lynching with obscure causes like in case of a thief caught by people or a woman declared a witch by the locals. But over the past few years, an organised identity-based lynching is happening, especially in urban areas. Ordinary laws are insufficient to deal with the problem as they offer no deterrent. It is seen that the administrative machinery tries



shortcomings as new situations emerge. Can you give us a glimpse into some specifics from the draft?



Yes. The purpose of the draft law is to provide a legal model before the people who can cite the document and goad our parliamentarians and legislators in state Assemblies to pass adequate laws to deal with the problem. This document allied with public pressure can force lawmakers to act. Lawmakers can’t get away by saying that the existing laws are sufficient to deal with the issue and there is no need for a new one. We will tell them that if this draft is acceptable, please act on it and if it is unacceptable, then please tell us why.



The draft Bill criminalises indirect incitement of mobs through vilification. Punishment is a maximum of life imprisonment for the crime, once prosecuted. Police officers and district magistrates, who wilfully fail to prevent such incidents, shall be punished with imprisonment, which may extend to one year, or with fine, or both. The draft Bill includes a provision that will hold the local station house officer responsible for any lynchings that take place in his/her jurisdiction, subject to a time-bound judicial probe to ascertain whether the events were truly out of their control.



Are there any international contexts to what you are doing?



Will it involve people who assist the offenders?



The US tried to pass a law against discrimi- Yes. Punishment for giving financial aid for nation and lynching called the Dyer the commission of lynching Anti-Lynching Bill, 1918, for 50 includes those who knowingly years but could not do so as the spend or supply any money to states, especially the southern ones, support an act, which is an resisted it. Finally, the US Senate offence under this Bill. Existing apologised through a legislative reslaws do not look at the factors olution in 2005 that it had failed to SANJAY HEGDE leading to the lynching such as pass such a law. We don’t want Supreme Court advocate campaigns and demonisation. things to come to such a pass in How will the guilty be punished? India. This draft will send a perfect message among the people that though there The draft Bill proposes designated special are solutions, lawmakers refuse them. A sim- courts to hear lynching cases, like those set ilar initiative was the anti-corruption Lokpal up under the Protection of Children from Act where the people pushed Parliament Sexual Offences Act, 2012. This should help ensure speedy justice and demonstrate the to act. intent of the law to prevent any problems. It will include provisions for rehabilitation of Do you suspect there are political forces behind lynching incidents? victims’ families through mandatory payWe would like to keep the draft non-political. ment of compensation by state governments, Lynching is in fact the street majoritarian- rather than leave this to the benevolence of ism’s contempt or defiance of law. In recent local governments. Fines collected from years, this has grown through help from those convicted under Masuka will also be distributed to the families. social media, TV studios and Compensation for the victims public speeches. We have intro- The draft will send a duced some provisions to deal perfect message to the will have to be devised by state governments and we have sugwith this aspect but have people that though gested parameters to work ensured that the basic freedom there are solutions, them out. of speech is not affected. For lawmakers refuse A number of witness proinstance, if there is a demon- them. A similar tection provisions are to be strable link between an incident initiative was the and an inciting speech, it can anti-corruption Lokpal included that will help ensure that witnesses to the lynchings be handled by the draft law. The Act where the are not afraid to speak out, as is 2012 Nirbhaya rape and murder people pushed proving to be the case in the case protests were political but Parliament to act recent Ballabhgarh incident. led to changes in the criminal law. Similarly pro-Lokpal protests were polit- The police and the courts will have to protect ical as well but saw no changes in the anti- the identities of witnesses, and there will be punishment for leaking of this information. corruption law. In 2013, the Criminal Law (Amendment) Videographic evidence of survivors’ stateAct expanded the definition of rape and ments would act as evidence under this procriminalised sexual relations with girls below posal. In such cases of lynching, the explicit 18 while adding sections against acid attacks, form of mobocracy, often, survivors live to voyeurism, stalking and other forms sexual tell the tale and their statements should be assault or harassment. We want a prolifera- taken as evidence and the same has tion of debate on the issue. Any law will have been prescribed.



Adityanath picks up pace in shunting bureaucrats While the Uttar Pradesh chief minister did not go for a major bureaucratic reshuffle immediately after taking charge, he has now become conscious of administrative priorities and the transfers are taking place quickly VIRENDRA SINGH RAWAT



200 senior IAS and Indian Police Service (IPS) officers three The new chief minister of Uttar to four days after assuming charge Pradesh, Yogi Adityanath, made no as UP’s 17th CM on May 13, 2007. move to carry out a major reshuffle She inducted her confidantes of key administrative and police into key posts for tighter adminisposts immediately trative control. after taking charge. Adityanath’s first This was unusual. message to bureaucrats The state bureauwas that officials cracy has got used to unable to put in long being moved around working hours in the after an election and new dispensation could regime change. Uttar pack up and leave. Pradesh has a sancIn his first 30 days tioned strength of in office, the new CM more than 600 transferred only Indian Administraabout 60 IAS officers, tive Service (IAS) offinone in the top echecers. The previous lons. The first set of government headed transfers took place by Akhilesh Yadav UTTAR PRADESH on April 12, when the had transferred more government shifted than 1,000 senior 20 IAS officers, administrative and police officials including those heading the cashwithin a month of taking oath on rich Noida, Greater Noida and March 15, 2012, and had shunted Ghaziabad Development Authority out bureaucrats considered close in the National Capital Region. to his predecessor, Mayawati. On Those removed and put on waiting her part, Mayawati was equally list included Rama Raman and “vindictive” and shifted more than Navneet Sehgal, both of whom



STATE SCAN



were considered close to the Akhilesh Yadav regime and had been tasked with the completion of flagship projects of the Samajwadi Party government. Anita Singh, once Mulayam Singh Yadav’s principal secretary, and for five years, the occupant of a room on the hallowed “pancham tal” (fifth floor, the CM’s office in the secretariat) and acknowledged as one of UP’s most powerful officers, was also put on compulsory wait. In the second round of major transfers on April 18, the new dispensation shunted 41 IAS officers, including seven divisional commissioners and as many district magistrates. On June 29, when the CM completed 100 days in office against the backdrop of several incidents relating to maintenance of law and order, he undertook a comprehensive bureaucratic reshuffle, which included posting senior IAS officer Rajive Kumar as the new chief secretary. Kumar was earlier repatriated to his home cadre of UP from his central deputation at the instance



of Adityanath. He was given the extra charge of chief resident commissioner of UP at New Delhi. A 1981 batch officer of the UP cadre, Kumar had last served as Union shipping secretary before his premature repatriation to UP. In bureaucratic circles, he is known as an upright bureaucrat and a stickler for rules and norms. In all, the Bharatiya Janata Party government shifted 44 IAS officers. Sehgal, who was principal secretary, information, besides holding several key posts during the Akhilesh Yadav regime, has now been posted as principal secretary, khadi and gramodyog, after being kept waiting for two months. Sehgal is acknowledged for his networking and delivery skills, which got him key posts during the Mayawati and Akhilesh Yadav regimes. The change of guard in the state bureaucracy tells you about the new government's priorities and the key projects it wants to take up. Kumar has taken charge at a time when the Yogi government is preparing for its maiden Budget



session next week, apart from smoothening the transition to the goods and services tax system. The government is also struggling to meet the promises it made before the elections. The most important of these is the announcement that agricultural loans, subject to a cap, would be waived. It will now be the responsibility of UP bureaucrats to fund this ambitious programme, especially as the central government has made it clear it would provide no funds for this project. Although 100 days of the Yogi government are over, its achievements are nothing to write home about — a few administrative decisions pertaining to the formation of the anti-Romeo squad or closure of illegal slaughterhouses. This period has essentially been spent taking stock of the situation on the ground and tweaking the previous government’s flagships projects. But now, conscious that he will have to rely on the bureaucracy to deliver, Adityanath is changing the faces and rejigging the administration. Whether this alone will be enough, only time will tell.
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Doing Sports in India As a business, the institutional roots need strengthening



S



huttler Kidambi Srikanth’s stunning victories in the Indonesian Super Series Premier and Australian Open this year are certainly worthy of celebration, but they should also provoke some introspection on the need to strengthen the institutional foundations of the country’s sports industry so that India becomes a more consistent performer on the global stage. Indeed, badminton is a good example of these challenges. The two women Olympians Saina Nehwal and P V Sindhu, and the three top men’s players Srikanth, B Sai Praneeth and H S Prannoy — of whom the first two have bagged three of the six Super Series



tournaments played so far this year — all have one thing in common. They are proteges of national chief coach Pullela Gopichand's training academy. This fact may enhance Mr Gopichand’s much-deserved reputation as a brilliant coach; he is to Indian badminton what at one time Nick Bollettieri was to world tennis. But this dependence on one person, no matter how exceptional, serves to underline the need for a robust institutional base to deliver sustainable performance in sports. The ever-modest Mr Gopichand rightly points out that much more work needs to be done structurally for India to reach the



consistency of China and its dominance of world badminton. Though he may not realise it, his academy is the pointer to the kind of “structural” revolution that is needed. Steady successes in the sport have encouraged the mushrooming of badminton academies, most of which are running to capacity. True, few of them impart world-class training and fitness regimes yet. But their existence represents a far healthier environment for the sport than the earlier reliance on the government-administered badminton associations. There is a mistaken notion in India that greater government spending on sports is vital for the country to emerge as a vibrant sporting nation. Recently, former Indian hockey Olympian-turned-politician Pargat Singh told the media that the Narendra Modi government must increase spending on sports. India spent less than



one per cent of its budget on sports compared with 10-15 per cent in China, a level to which we should aim, he added. In fact, Chinese dirigisme is exactly the wrong model to follow, and India's politicianinfested sports industry has foundered for precisely this reason. In short, Doing Sports successfully is analogous to a dynamic Doing Business environment. Instead of the state-directed sports promotion model, rooted in brawny nationalist thinking, India would do better to recognise sports as an industry and emulate the best practices of developed countries, where governments focus on creating the enabling environment for the private sector. The US Federal budget — and state budgets for that matter — has negligible expenditure on sports, and this applies to many European countries as well. Baseball, American football and basketball in the US or football, Formula



The case for boosting solar energy



1 and tennis in Europe derive their vibrancy from the surpluses in private industry, creating an ecosystem that interacts with the school and university systems to spot and bankroll talent. In India, Subhash Chandra’s Indian Cricket League, the concept of which the cricket board purloined to create the Indian Premier League, was the pioneer of a business format that operates at the intersection of government enablement and private sector investment. Several vibrant sporting properties have been created on the same lines since then, kabaddi, hockey and badminton being prominent examples. All of them widen the market for sports in a fundamental way, and make them more egalitarian too. This will eventually create the kind of sporting business culture that has kept developed countries at the forefront of world sports.



GST may help railways regain market share



A bigger role for solar power will not only mitigate the country’s pollution risks, but also help it develop sustainable energy sources and deliver on its climate change commitments



JAGANNARAYAN PADMANABHAN



W



ithin the capital-intensive transportation sector, where inter-linkages are significant, the Goods and Services Tax (GST) is expected to impact the freight and logistics segments the most. Specifically, the provision of hard infrastructure (involving capital outlay) and provision of services (involving passenger and freight movement) would be the areas that would see maximum impact. As we know, customers choose the mode of transport depending on cost and timelines. The impact of GST, therefore, will be a function of this interplay. So how could the country’s biggest tax change impact the sector? Overall, GST is expected to have an impact on the planning and execution of the government’s flagship transportation programmes such as the Bharat Mala for the roads sector, UDAN for the aviation sector, and the capital-intensive expansion and upgradation of railways. Within the three key modes of transport, here’s how the impact would occur:



An employee inspects solar panels, part of a solar power microgrid in a village in Bihar. India has set ambitious targets for its solar energy programme



SAPTAK GHOSH



C



ontrary to expert opinions and projections, solar power in India continues to break records and the recent price of ~2.44/kWh in the Bhadla Solar Park, Rajasthan is an unprecedented low. Gridparity has arrived earlier than expected. Solar power now is around 18 per cent cheaper than coal-based generation in comparable capacities. This has set alarm bells ringing in the thermal power plant (TPP) sector, where plant load factors (PLFs) have dropped from 76 per cent in 2011 to around 58 per cent currently. Recently, some observers have argued that the aggressive growth of solar in India will further reduce PLFs of TPPs to less than 50 per cent, leading to defaults on the huge debt that finances these projects. In order to prevent such adverse effects on financial institutions and hence on India’s economy, this school of thought recommends curtailment of the growth rate of solar so that TPPs can operate at higher PLFs. These observers also correctly state that regulations provide implicit and explicit subsidies and give preference to solar when supply exceeds demand. However, the true cost of solar today without any subsidies is around ~4/kWh thanks to the drastic fall in module prices, accessibility to low-cost international finance and accurate generation forecasts. It is much lower than the ~6/kWh generally mentioned. Also, such claims fail to reveal the hard truths about coal-based generation. Instead, an unlikely and uncorroborated prediction has been made that solar prices will fall further if India slows down in her pursuit for solar. Since the inception of the Industrial Revolution in 1760, coal and other fossil fuels have been burnt to fuel “development”, causing irrevocable and in most cases irreparable damage to the environment. Studies show that TPPs have contributed heavily to global



>



warming, air pollution and human health hazards. Mining of coal severely impacts the environment, resulting in irreversible, detrimental changes to local ecological systems. Considering these externalities and factoring them into levellised cost of electricity (LCOE) calculations for coal, research has shown that the unit price is more than double the figure (~1.774/kWh) that has been quoted. For centuries, the coal industry has reaped the benefits of exploiting natural resources while emitting greenhouse gases incessantly. The world is finally waking up and trying to take corrective measures, with India spearheading a solar revolution. The government is making a concerted effort to The coal meet demand using renewable energy (RE) after recognising that industry has the opportunity cost of not pushlong provided ing solar is higher if coal exterfuel for the nalities are factored in. The incenpower sector, tives being offered to solar which has been compensate for this and reflect emitting the true cost of coal. greenhouse More than 50 gigawatts (Gw) gases. By way of of the 243 Gw planned coal powcorrective er plants in India have been action, India is shelved and this is a blessing in spearheading a disguise. Not only will pollution solar revolution risks be mitigated, but also, the commitments made by India towards sustainable energy security scenarios will no longer be questioned in international forums and discussions regarding climate change commitments. The real challenges with large-scale solar deployment are not the negative financial impacts on TPPs. At the moment, they are extremely technical in nature. The biggest problems posed by India’s aggressive solar plans are reliability and grid integration. Solar radiation varies and disappears completely after sunset. It



is virtually impossible to meet India’s electricity needs with solar alone, since most load profiles of states show peak demands occurring after sunset. Also, during the day, when industries with heavy machinery need a stable supply, fluctuations in solar radiation — hence generation — can wreak havoc when deployed on a large scale. The only way to resolve this issue is to have sophisticated balancing and scheduling mechanisms so that the grid can absorb intermittent generation and compensate with other fast-ramping generation options. Among storage technologies, batteries have still not proven to be worthwhile at Gw levels. Pumped-hydro is a theoretically attractive option but, for all practical purposes, water shortages in India lead to concerns about the viability of this technology. Until a robust solution with solar and appropriate storage is commercialised, we still need coal to provide stable power. However, we have the opportunity to phase out coal completely with our plans for RE capacity additions. Instead of blaming solar for a potential downfall, existing TPPs under duress need to evolve and innovate. PLFs can be increased by improving operational efficiencies through technological changes. Proactive efforts to support the growth of the manufacturing sector in India under the "Make in India" initiative can be made to formulate new power purchase agreements under the Open Access category. In the meantime, the solar revolution in India should continue unabatedly. Britain — a champion of coal-based power over the ages — recently had its first coal-free day on April 21, 2017. India, a country blessed with abundant amounts of sunshine and wind, should not be too far behind. The writer is a Research Scientist at the Center for Study of Science, Technology and Policy (CSTEP)



Airlines India has become the third-largest aviation market in the world, with double-digit growth in passenger traffic. Not surprisingly, airlines have placed large orders for aircraft to expand their network. The response to the UDAN regional connectivity scheme of the government has been pretty positive, too. On the passenger side, GST on economy class tickets is 100 basis points lower (five per cent, compared with six per cent earlier), while it is 600 basis points higher for business class tickets (18 per cent, compared with 12 per cent earlier). But input tax credit is not fully available on economy class tickets. Also, with aviation turbine fuel (ATF) — which contributes some 40 per cent of the operational cost of an airline — having been kept out of the GST ambit, ticket prices could actually increase. If airlines decide to absorb the differential, it could impact their margins. As for purchase and lease of aircraft, currently there is double taxation, which the government has realised can have a significant negative impact. Some reports suggest that the government will correct this anomaly.



Road and rail There will be a negative Under the GST Ports and inland impact on the road con- regime, movement waterways struction industry of goods by rail Although there is no negbecause of an increase in will be cheaper ative impact of GST on the indirect tax, and this gets compared with ports sector, with the accentuated because there road. If the rail reduction in the time to is no reprieve currently sector is able to reach ports, the ecosysavailable under the provi- fast-track tem will see an improvesions of the existing con- marquee projects ment in overall competicession agreements for such as freight tiveness. under-construction road corridors, GST Inland waterways projects. offers railways a transport, which is in its On the freight and pas- way to claw back infancy in India, will come senger sides, purely on the some market share under the ambit of GST, cost aspect, roads will be at lost to roads which means the segment a significant disadvantage compared to rail, as there is a 13 per cent is now on a level playing field with othdifference in the GST rate. But consid- er modes of transport. That, in turn, ering that more than 60 per cent of the means the sector will have to come up country’s freight moves by road, with with its own set of efficiencies to thrive. To sum up, the structural changes the easing of the movement of goods (through the removal of octroi check- both at the infrastructure and taxaposts) the net freight time taken by tion fronts will lead to a material trucks is expected to come down and reduction in logistics costs, which can the number of freight trips would indirectly benefit the key consuming increase, leading to shorter turnaround industries. And states that have advantages in terms of high-quality times for fulfillment. With consolidation in warehouses, transportation and logistics infrasourcing and distribution plans structure, higher population, and are expected to go through a signifi- competitive manufacturing capability cant change, leading to a marginal will benefit significantly because of impact on toll operators over the the advent of GST. All that should hopefully help India medium term. The movement of goods by rail will improve its ranking in the World be cheaper compared with road, but Bank’s logistics performance index — availability of rakes and timeliness of currently wallowing at 35 out of 160 delivery will weigh on transporters countries — specifically if we can bring before they consider a shift in mode. about a material difference in storage If the rail sector is able to fast-track infrastructure efficiencies and timelisome of its marquee projects, such as ness of delivery. freight corridors and high-speed rail, GST offers railways a window to claw back The writer is Practice Leader and Director, some of the lost market share to roads. Transport, CRISIL Infrastructure Advisory
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Delhi, Tel Aviv affirm special ties, move in right direction India has now de-hyphenated its relations with Israel and Palestine While welcoming Prime Minister Narendra Modi to Tel Aviv, his Israeli counterpart, Benjamin Netanyahu, said his country had awaited the visit for “seventy years”. This was reflected in the camaraderie between the two Prime Ministers, who spent practically every waking moment together. The agreements signed during the visit, on water, agriculture, space and science and technology, are important no doubt, but not pathbreaking. They simply underscore ongoing cooperation in such fields — as well as in the defence sector, India being one of the biggest buyers of Israeli military equipment. Cooperation on cybersecurity issues, discussed by officials during Mr Modi’s visit, constitutes a breakthrough of sorts, given that Israel tends to limit cooperation in this area to a few countries. A decision was announced to upgrade ties to a strategic partnership, signalling a final step to total normalisation of relations. With Mr Modi’s visit India has, for all purposes, de-hyphenated its ties with Israel and Palestine, something Israel has always wanted. In a clear repudiation of the Indian practice of keeping Palestinian leaders prominently in the loop, Mr Modi made a point of not visiting the Occupied Territories. India's



evolving ties with Israel no doubt are based on pragmatism and the desire to eschew hypocrisy — but Mr Modi has infused his visit with a symbolism and substance that could well mark a point of departure in India’s moral support to the Palestinian cause. The Hindu, July 7



Regulating EC appointments



Bengal’s communal clashes



Supreme Court raises a valid issue



Trinamool, BJP must share blame



It is astonishing Parliament has seldom felt the need to regulate the process of appointments to the Election Commission. Equally surprising, no political party has ever questioned the ruling party’s right to pick whosoever it wants to for as important a constitutional body as the Election Commission. At least the Supreme Court does not seem willing to let this arrangement continue. It has presciently asked the Centre to put in place some credible mechanism for the appointments, or it would do so. It is a regular practice with every political party in power to hand over EC posts to civil servants. Political leaders do at times make state-level complaints but



Since Sunday, parts of North 24 Parganas, a district in West Bengal bordering Bangladesh, has been roiled by communal violence. However, the Trinamool Congress, the party in office in Kolkata, and the BJP, the ruling party at the Centre, have started a blame game over the violence. This does not augur well for the state. An incident that ought to have been settled quickly at the local thana has hit the headlines after state governor, Keshari Nath Tripathi, decided to speak with Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee after a meeting with a team of BJP and RSS representatives. The details of the conversation are not public, but the transaction is unlikely to have been pleasant since an enraged CM called a press



rarely have they doubted the independence or neutrality of the Chief Election Commissioner or Election Commissioners. But there is a valid case for change. There is palpable merit in the court's argument that “if there is a formal law and a panel to select the CBI chief, then why not for the CEC and ECs?” The apex court has rightly claimed that if no law has been passed as mandated by Article 324(2), “the expectation is that Parliament will make the law” and if Parliament has not done that, “then can’t the court lay down the procedure?” The Centre is left with few options but to close this gap. The Tribune, July 7



meet soon after, where she accused the governor of insulting her. The Trinamool has since demanded that the governor be recalled while the BJP wants President’s Rule imposed in the state. The BJP has also announced that a party delegation will visit the violence-hit area and present a report to party chief, Amit Shah. Clearly, the parties seem eager to make political capital out of the incident. Instead of building on the legacy of communal peace in West Bengal, the Trinamool and the BJP have sought to use religious affiliations to mobilise cadres. It threatens West Bengal’s social fabric and communal peace. The Indian Express, July 7
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Apple expands bet on cutting edge privacy technology Differential privacy allows companies to analyze data without learning too much about users ROBERT MCMILLAN 8 July



L



ast year, Apple Inc. kicked off a massive experiment with new privacy technology aimed at solving an increasingly thorny problem: how to build products that understand users without snooping on their activities. Its answer is differential privacy, a term virtually unknown outside of academic circles until a year ago. Today, other companies such as Microsoft Corp. and Uber Technologies Inc. are experimenting with the technology. The problem differential privacy tries to tackle stems from the fact that modern data-analysis tools are capable of finding links between large databases. Privacy experts worry these tools could be used to identify people in otherwise anonymous data sets. Two years ago, researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology discovered shoppers could be identified by linking social-media accounts to anonymous credit-card records and bits of Apple’s privacy policies have been a hindrance, blamed by some for turning the company into a laggard when it comes to REUTERS secondary information, such as the AI-driven products such as Siri location or timing of purchases. understanding what the limits are,” said at the company’s annual devel“I don’t think people are aware of keeping pace with rivals such as he said. Alphabet Inc.’s Google in developing oper’s conference in June. how easy it is getting to deDifferential privacy has seen The company is now receiving AI technologies, as they have made anonymize data,” said Ishaan wider adoption since Apple first millions of pieces of information giant leaps in image and language Nerurkar, whose startup LeapYear embraced it. Uber employees, for recognition software that powers vir- daily—all protected via this techTechnologies Inc. sells software for example, use it to improve services nique—from Macs, iPhones and tual assistants and self-driving cars. leveraging machine learning while without being overexposed to user While companies such as Google iPads running the latest operating using differential privacy to keep data, a spokeswoman said via email. systems, she said. have access to massive volumes of user data anonymous. Microsoft is working with San “Apple believes that great feadata required to improve artificial Differentially private algorithms intelligence, Apple’s privacy policies tures and privacy go hand in hand,” Diego Gas & Electric Co. on a pilot blur the data being analyzed by an Apple spokesman said via email. project to make smart-meter data adding a measurable amount of sta- have been a hindrance, blamed by available to researchers and governGoogle, one of differential privasome for turning the company into tistical noise. This could be done, ment agencies for analysis, while cy’s earliest adopters, has used it to a laggard when it comes to AI-drivfor example, by swapping out one making sure “any data set cannot be keep Chrome browser data anonyen products such as Siri. question (have you ever committed tied back to our customers,” said mous. But while the tech“Apple has a violent crime?) with Apple has faced Chris Vera, head of customer privanology is good for some tried to stay a question that has a criticism for not keeping away from colcy at the utility. types of analysis, it suffers statistically known pace with rivals such The U.S. Census Bureau conwhere precision is required. lecting data response rate (were S P E C I A L fronted the problem of links For example, experts at from users until you born in as Alphabet Inc.’s Google say it doesn’t work in between data sets a decade ago. By now, but to sucFebruary?). Someone Google in developing 2005, the bureau was worried large trying to find links in AI technologies, as they ceed in the AI era they so-called A/B tests, in which two databases outside its control could versions of a webpage are tested on have to collect inforthe data would never have made giant leaps be used to de-anonymize census a small number of users to see mation about the be sure which question in image and language participants, said John Abowd, which generates the best response. user,” Mr. Thakurta a particular person recognition software chief scientist at the bureau. After “In some cases you simply can’t said. Apple began was asked. That lets that powers virtual meeting with some of the creators of answer the questions that developrolling out the differresearchers analyze assistants and differential privacy, the bureau ential-privacy software ers want answers to,” said Yonatan sensitive data such as self-driving cars became an proponent. Zunger, a privacy engineer at in September, he said. medical records withIn 2008 the Census released its Google. “We basically see differenUsers must elect to share analytout being able to tie the data back to first product to use this technology— ics data with Apple before it is used. tial privacy as a useful tool in the specific people. a web-based data-mapping portal toolbox, but not a silver bullet.” Originally used to understand Differential privacy is key to called OnTheMap—and the bureau is Researchers are coming up with Apple’s artificial intelligence efforts, how customers are using emojis or now “making an intense effort to new slang expressions on the phone, “surprisingly powerful” uses of difsaid Abhradeep Guha Thakurta, an apply differential privacy to the pubferential privacy, but the technology Apple is now expanding its use of assistant professor at University of lication of the 2020 census,” Mr. is only about a decade old, said California, Santa Cruz. Mr. Thakurta differential privacy to cover its colworked on Apple’s differential-priva- lection and analysis of web browsing Benjamin Pierce, a computer science Abowd said. professor at the University of cy systems until January of this year. and health-related data, Katie Source: The Wall Street Journal Skinner, an Apple software engineer, Pennsylvania. “We’re really far from Apple has faced criticism for not



ED raids premises of Lalu’s daughter, her husband PRESS TRUST OF INDIA New Delhi, 8 July



The Enforcement Directorate today conducted raids at three Delhi farmhouses of Misa Bharti, RJD MP and daughter of party chief Lalu Prasad, her husband and a firm linked to them, in a money laundering case probe. Sleuths of the central probe agency swooped on the farmhouses in Ghitorni, Bijwasan and Sainik Farms areas here early morning. The farmhouses raided are linked to Lalu’s daughter, Misa The farmhouses are linked Bharti (above), her husband, Shailesh Kumar, and M/s Mishail to Bharti, her husband Printers and Packers Private Limited Shailesh Kumar and M/s Ltd., and M/s Diamond Mishail Printers and Packers (PMLA). Private Limited. One of the firms that the Vinimay Pvt. Ltd. These 1,20,000 shares, it Two more premises are arrested duo dealt with was under the scanner of the M/s Mishail Printers and said, were bought back by agency and can be searched lat- Packers Private Limited. Bharti at ~10 per share. The ED had also arrested er, an ED official said. Bharti and her husband are The searches are connect- alleged to have been directors Rajesh Agarwal, a Chartered Accountant allegedly linked to ed to a money laundering of this firm in the past. The agency said it was Bharti, who provided accomprobe being conducted by the agency against two brothers, detected that 120,000 shares modation entries (black funds) Surendra Kumar Jain and of M/s Mishail Printers and of about ~60 lakh to M/s Virendra Jain, and others who Packers Private Limited were Mishail Printers and Packers are alleged to have laundered bought during 2007-08 at a Private Limited. The firm, it said, was regisseveral crore rupees using shell rate of ~100 per share by four companies. shell companies — M/s tered at 25, Tughlaq Road here The Jain brothers were Shalini Holdings Limited, M/s till the shares were bought back arrested by the ED under pro- Ad-Fin Capital Services by Bharti. In 2009-10, the visions of the Prevention of (India) Pvt. Ltd, M/s Mani address was changed to Money Laundering Act Mala Delhi Properties Pvt. Bijwasan, it added.



Army redeployed after fresh violence in Darjeeling; BJP demands President’s rule PRESS TRUST OF INDIA Darjeeling, 8 July



The Army was today redeployed in Darjeeling hills after fresh violence broke out at Sonada where Gorkhaland supporters torched a police outpost and a toy train station after a youth was killed in alleged police firing last night. Activists of the Gorkha Janmukti Morcha (GJM) and the Gorkha National Liberation Front (GNLF) also clashed with the police at Sonada and Chawkbazar in Darjeeling as the indefinite shutdown in the hills entered its 24th day. Two columns of the Army comprising around 100 personnel were deployed in Sonada and Darjeeling in the wake of fresh violence, defence sources said. GNLF spokesperson Neeraj Zimba claimed that the youth Tashi Bhutia was shot dead by



the security forces last night when he had gone out to purchase medicines at Sonada. The police, however, said they did not have any report of firing. “We don’t have any report of police firing as of now. We are looking into the incident. We can give you details later,” a police officer said. Inspector General of Police (IGP) Javed Shamim, when asked about the firing, said, “It will be known only after the inquiry.” The GJM and other hill parties have lodged a police complaint accusing the police of killing the youth. “The youth was killed by the police without any reason. As news of his death spread, hundreds of Gorkhaland supporters came out on the streets and raised slogans against “police atrocities”. They clashed with the police



Presidential poll a battle of ideology: Meira Kumar



The Indian adventures of Amelia Earhart before she disappeared into oblivion 80 years ago



The presidential election is a battle of principles and ideology, opposition candidate Meira Kumar today said and dismissed remarks that she has been made a “scapegoat”. Rounding off her threeday Bihar visit, Kumar asserted that she was fighting for the poor and the downtrodden “whose voice otherwise would have gone unheard”. “Seventeen parties have chosen me unanimously as their candidate for presidential poll which is not a small thing. The opposition unity is based on principles and ideology and I am fighting for its victory,” Kumar said at the Congress headquarters in Sadaquat Ashram here. The former Lok Sabha speaker refused to comment on Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar’s support to NDA’s pick Ram Nath Kovind. The Bihar chief minister, who had gone to Rajgir on July 6, has not returned to state capital Patna due to health issues. With the scales tilted heavily in Kovind’s favour, Meira Kumar said, “I have written to all the MPs and members of electorate college to hear voice of their conscience before casting vote.” She described RJD chief Lalu Prasad Yadav as a “hardcore supporter” of forces against communalism. Kumar also emphasised her strong roots with Bihar saying the state has always been special to her “because I was born, and got married here”. PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
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ANVAR ALIKHAN (SCROLL.IN)



On a dark, monsoon-lashed morning in June 1937, Amelia Earhart, the pioneering aviator, took off from Calcutta airport on the return leg of her famous round-the-world trip. It was one of the last times she was seen alive: two weeks later, her aircraft vanished over the Pacific. The mystery of what happened to her has never been solved, and there have been various conspiracy theories. But now, almost exactly 80 years, fascinating new evidence has been discovered, suggesting that she might have been captured as a spy by the Japanese, and died in captivity. Earhart, with her movie star looks and daring exploits, was a glamorous icon of her time. She had set various aviation records, and was on a quest that would make her the first woman pilot to circumnavigate the world – a dangerous venture, given the rudimentary aviation technology of the time. As she told journalists, she was doing it “just for fun”. She was accompanied by Fred Noonan, a veteran navigator who was said to know the Pacific – the most treacherous leg of their route – like the back of his hand. The problem was, he was known to be an alcoholic, and sometimes had to be “poured into the cockpit of his aircraft”. Touchdown in India On the 26th day of her epic journey, Earhart landed in Karachi (then a part of India), becoming the first person to fly from the Horn of Africa, all the way around the southern coast of Saudi Arabia to India. “On my first morning in India I had a small adventure riding a camel,” Earhart wrote in her column for an American newspaper. “I climbed into the saddle swung between his two humps. It was a



that hit the aircraft so hard it actually peeled paint off its fuselage. This unusually stormy weather would follow Earhart right across South East Asia. Still, disaster was 14 days away.



Amelia Earhart standing in front of the Lockheed Electra in which she disappeared in July 1937



startling take-off as we rose. A camel unhinges himself in most extraordinary fashion. As his hind legs unfold, you are threatened with a nose-dive forward. Camels should have shock absorbers.” Having had her aircraft overhauled, and an ominously malfunctioning fuel gauge repaired, Earhart took off on her next 1,400-mile leg to Calcutta, flying over the Thar Desert. “A great barren stretch,” she wrote. “A southerly wind whipped the sand into the air until the ground disappeared from view. We flew along until the ridges grew into mountains and poked their dark backs like sharks through a yellow sea. But the air cleared somewhat, so we could again see what we were flying over – dry river beds, a few roads connecting villages, and then a railroad.” Over central India the network of railway lines helped them navi-



gate despite the hazy skies, although a near collision with some black eagles, flying at a height of 5,000 feet, gave Earhart some very worrying moments. As she flew over Agra, she apparently looked down and told Noonan she wished they could have landed, so that she could see the Taj Mahal. They landed in Calcutta that evening in a rainstorm, but it soon cleared, allowing them to have their tea on the runway, as the mechanics began work on the aircraft. But that night, once again, Noonan got roaring drunk. Earhart was becoming worried about her navigator. Also, some of her equipment had started to give trouble – but there seemed to be no facilities to repair it. Dawn flight from Calcutta The next morning Earhart wanted to take off at dawn on their next leg



WIKIMEDIA COMMONS



of their flight to Rangoon in Burma, but they were delayed by heavy rains. The meteorologists advised them that more rain was expected and they had better take off in between the intermittent downpours, before the airfield got completely flooded. When they finally did take off from the waterlogged runway, the aircraft dragged in the heavy slush of the runway for what seemed like ages before its wheels finally lifted, and Earhart narrowly missed the trees at the end of the runway. She flew south across the Sunderbans, and then turned east. As she wrote, “For a time we flew through gray skies crowded with clouds as we passed over the many mouths of the Ganges and Brahmaputra. Much of the way from Calcutta to Akyab we flew very low over endless paddies.” But then they ran into blinding rain



The lady vanishes At 6 pm on July 2, 1937, Earhart took off from New Guinea for Howland Island in the South Pacific Ocean, on the longest leg of her journey – a 2,500 mile flight that would take her 18 hours. She was now almost at the end of her odyssey. From here she would fly on to Honolulu, and then back home to Oakland, California, to a heroine’s welcome. But she never reached her destination. Her last, poignant, radio message, to a waiting American coastguard ship was, “We are on the line 157 337. We will repeat this message. We will repeat this on 6210 kilocycles. Wait…”, followed by gibberish. The US government launched the world’s biggest air-and-sea search operation till date, but there was no trace of Earhart or her aircraft. So what really happened to Amelia Earhart? The three most commonly held theories are: Theory #1 Her aircraft ran out of fuel and crashed into the Pacific, where it sank, beyond any retrieval, in the deep waters. This is the simplest and, many believe, most likely explanation. Theory #2 The aircraft ran out of fuel, but Earhart and Noonan made it to an uninhabited Pacific island, where they survived for a few days, before dying of starvation and exposure. This theory is supported by an organisation named TIGHAR (The International Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery), headed by scientist Ric Gillespie, who, following



and set on fire a police outpost at Sonada and the toy train station of the DarjeelingHimalayan railways, a Unesco World Heritage site. The BJP today met West Bengal Governor K N Tripathi and demanded that the Centre should immediately impose President’s rule as the law and order situation in the state has “completely broken down”. “Today we met the governor and informed him about the grim situation in the state. The state government in collaboration with anti-national elements is directly responsible for the complete breakdown of the law and order situation. We have requested the governor to talk to the central government and send the recommendation for imposition of President’s rule in the state,” state BJP president Dilip Ghosh told reporters after the meeting.



a clue provided by a British official in 1940, discovered the skeletal remains of a Caucasian woman on Nikumaroro Island, along with some artefacts, including what appears to be the remnant of a 1930s-style ladies’ make-up compact. TIGHAR has been working on this project for the past two decades. Theory #3 Earhart had been asked by the US navy to spy on the Japanese by carrying out aerial photography of secret Japanese bases in the Pacific. But the Japanese found out and captured her and Noonan, and they were either executed, or died in captivity. This has been a controversial, but persistent theory. However, recent news reports say that a researcher working at the US national archives has stumbled upon a remarkable photograph dated 1937 that appears to show Earhart and Noonan in the Marshall Islands (which, significantly, were under Japanese administration at the time) — although Japanese officials have said that they have no record of having the two aviators in their custody. This discovery has triggered a great deal of excitement, and History Channel is releasing a TV programme on this on July 9. But on the other hand, there is also scepticism, especially from TIGHAR director Ric Gillespie, backed, as he points out, by his two decades’ experience of research on the subject. So what is the truth? Unless we get some really hard evidence — like an official Japanese confirmation about Earhart, or a DNA confirmation of TIGHAR’s skeletal find on Nikumaroro, or, indeed, the confirmed wreckage of her aircraft — we will never really, truly know. In arrangement with Scroll.in
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fourth quarter earnings call. on June 21 that â€œtotal cloud. revenues in the quarter were. $1.4 billion, up 66 per cent. from last year, while total on- premise software ... 
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Microsoft officials in India have â€œin principle agreed. â€� to. the request. , Gulshan Rai,India's cybe. r security coordinator. ,. told Reuters over the phone on Friday.
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